
Asimple plan one of the
archery industry’s ad agen-
cies had to generate good

coverage for its clients three years ago
has mushroomed into an annual
event that is starting to rival a small
trade show for its “news value” to
magazines like ArrowTrade.

Media Direct’s Bowhunting
Round Table brought more than 30
important manufacturers and repre-
sentatives of major print publications
together at PASA Park. Located in Pike
County Illinois, famous for producing

big whitetails, the park’s firearms
ranges were taken over for bow and
crossbow demo areas by companies

like Hoyt, BowTech, PSE, TenPoint
and Barnett. Targets from the Delta,
McKenzie, Block and GlenDel brands

Round Table Brings Magazines,
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Jen Kresser talks about additions to the Delta and
McKenzie lines, most of them made since Tim Dehn’s
January visit to the Iowa plant. The Delta Speed Bag is
behind her, a small Speed Trap Backstop is at the cen-
ter. The target on the folding stand is one of the
Danage models popular with FITA shooters that Delta
now imports from Scandinavia. Below, John Finazzo, a
friend of the Media Direct agency owners, demon-
strates how the arrow holding screen of the new
Bagdad Evolution target can be tightened with a
wrench. At far right is a dragon that is among the first
of the new Legacy targets designed to appeal to young
shooters who may or may not have a hunting interest.
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were used to stop the shafts and pro-
vide more hands-on experience for
the media representatives.

Trees and lawn in front of the big
clubhouse on three different days
held stands and blinds from Summit,

Ameristep and Gorilla. Tables in the
clubhouse and along its wide porch
were set up with samples by represen-
tatives of brands like Muzzy, Doinker,
Mossy Oak and Sitka Gear.  Assigned
to groups of from two to four, the
press representatives rotated between
stations and had 30 minutes to learn
about products and forge closer rela-
tionships with the people who were
displaying them, people that often
included key personnel from the
company headquarters. Unlike a
trade show where manufacturers are
primarily there to meet with retailers,
this event meant the press had the
manufacturer’s full attention.

The format meant each manufac-
turer was invited to come in for a
social hour and meal the evening
before, then set up their exhibit for the
next day when from 9 to 13 product
lines played the starring role.
Meanwhile press representatives like
myself spent all three days on the
grounds, meeting with a different set
of manufacturers each day. By mid-
afternoon the formal presentations
were over and there was time to do
more shooting on the ranges, to set up
photo shoots, or just to talk hunting
and the archery business with people
who have similar interests.

I talked with Media Direct
President Mark Sidelinger over lunch
to understand the purpose and origin
of the Bowhunting Round Table, now
in its third year. Manufacturers some-
times host hunts for writers as a way
to build relationships and get more
exposure for their products, he noted,
but that can accommodate just a
handful of people at a time and is a
fairly expensive proposition. Three
years ago he invited manufacturers
who were clients of his agency to meet
with some top writers and editors at
PASA Park. Manufacturers paid their

Manufacturers Face to Face
By Tim Dehn
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Jeremy Eldredge explains features of the
top-selling AlphaMax models by Hoyt.

By mid-afternoon each of the three days the scheduled manufacturer visits were over,
leaving members of the media free time. Spending some of theirs on the range with Hoyt
AlphaMax 32 and AlphaMax 35 bows is this duo from Petersen’s Bowhunting. Christian
Berg (left) is the editor who joined the publication’s Pennsylvania office late last fall, Dan
Beraldo is the veteran associate editor who works out of a Minnesota office.
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travel and accommodations, as did
the press. Manufacturers also paid a
fee that covered rental of the private
shooting park and catered meals three
times per day in the park lunch house.

It proved so successful that the
next year additional firms wanted to
be part of it, which Sidelinger agreed
to provided he could open it up to
more publications. “It really turned
into a networking opportunity for all
the publications and all the manufac-
turers. What we see taking place isn’t
just manufacturer to publication, but
business to business, like a arrow
manufacturer talking with a fletching
manufacturer.”

The first two years the format
operated like a series of short press
conferences, with the press seated in
chairs and manufacturers taking
turns at a podium. “This year we
wanted to do a shotgun start with a
round robin arrangement to let the
writers and editors sit down with the
manufacturers on a more intimate
basis. That also lets the press ask ques-
tions they may not ask in front of 36
other people. We’ve taken the
approach that this is not a general

bowhunting summit, but one that
concentrates on bowhunting deer.”
That helps guide what magazines and
manufacturers take part.

The event started Monday
evening, May 8, with a reception host-
ed by the manufacturers, dinner and a
presentation by game biologists
James C. Kroll and Horace Gore on
Chronic Wasting Disease and its effect
on the whitetail hunter and the hunt-
ing industry.

Day one of the Round Table ses-
sions had the press rotating between
stations manned by representatives of
Hoyt, Beman, New Archery Products,
TRUGLO, Ameristep, McKenzie,
TenPoint Crossbow Technologies,
GSM, Wildlife Research, Evolved and
Flextone. Day two myself and the oth-
ers were seated in turn across from
Carbon Express, Wildgame
Innovations, Field Logic, Hunter
Safety Systems, Barnett International,
Bohning, g5/Quest, Mossy Oak and
PSE.

The final day was the longest as it
included sessions with BowTech,
Easton, Trophy Ridge, Muzzy,
Doinker, Nikon, She Outdoors,
Lakewood, Summit Treestands,
Norway Industries, Moultrie and
Code Blue. Sitka Gear and GoreTex
shared a station that day so they could
introduce the Optifade concealment
pattern to the press, while Scott
Archery provided the mechanical
releases used on three days for the
bow demos. 

The press was represented by
publishers, editors and sales repre-
sentatives from the following publica-
tions: Deer & Deer Hunting,
Bowhunting World, Archery Business,
Buckmasters, Rack, Gun Hunter,
North American Hunter, Bow & Arrow,
ArrowTrade, North American White-
t a i l , B o w h u n t e r, P e t e r s e n’ s
Bowhunting, Texas Trophy Hunter,
Eastman’s Bowhunting Journal,
Outdoor Life, Inside Archery, American
Hunter, Petersen’s Hunting and Texas
Fish and Game. There was some
crossover with internet and TV
through enterprises that are tied in
with print publications, such as
ArrowTrade’s own online edition at
arrowtrademag.com, but primarily
this event was for print magazines

serving bowhunters and the archery
industry. Sidelinger has guided the
event that way even though TV net-
works and hunting program produc-
ers have asked about participating.

“I believe in print,” Sidelinger
said. Manufacturers can benefit from
running advertising in a “healthy diet”
that includes TV and internet, he sug-
gested, but the foundation should still
be print ads. “When it comes to con-
sumers getting the information to
make an informed decision, it’s large-
ly done through print.”

I’ll admit that perspective  sound-
ed pretty good to this 35-year veteran
of print publications. I found the
Bowhunting Round Table gave me a
great opportunity to get to know key
personnel better at the firms we cover
year-round, while providing the
opportunity to learn more about
products that are important to our
dealer subscriber base. Here’s my
report, divided by brand names. There
is also a directory on the opening
pages to help you quickly find a par-
ticular manufacturer.

Delta/McKenzie
National Sales Manager Jen

Kresser and Krista Huffman of the
customer service team had brought
some of the key new products from
Delta and McKenzie to the event,
including some so new they didn’t
make the 2009 catalogs you may have.
First though, Kresser let us know Delta
is back in production on the
Hot2Squat Decoy that had been side-
lined by the fire that destroyed the
company’s plant late last summer.
(See March, 2009 ArrowTrade.)

The decoy features a hard poly-
ethylene shell that’s roto-molded by a
Delta vendor and then brought to the
new Dike, Iowa plant for painting and
assembly. Other decoys have offered
attention-getting tail motion, but with
this one when you pull further on the
handle of the activation line the
hinged rear legs let it squat, like a doe
depositing sign. That may be what
your customer needs to draw a wary
buck into a shooting lane.

Next in line at Delta’s station was a
simple block formed of the rubbery
material used for the E-Z Flex Core
vitals on the premium McKenzie XT

30

F. Gordon Whittington, the longtime edi-
tor of North American Whitetail who is
now an Editor In Chief with Intermedia
Outdoors, talks with Media Direct
President Mark Sidelinger (right) on one
of the ranges at PASA Park. Sidelinger was
very involved with competitive archery as
a 3-D shooter before founding the agency,
which has offices in Illinois and
Pennsylvania serving both firearms-relat-
ed and archery-related accounts.
Sidelinger prefers to do his deer hunting
with a bow or crossbow, while wife and co-
worker Kim Cahalan is a crack shot with a
rifle.

Circle 155 on Response Card for TenPoint
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target series.  The company uses what
it calls DuraFlex foam and decided to
pore cubes of it so reps could carry
something compact with them and
dealers could see how effective it is at
both stopping and releasing arrows.
Kresser said the sales reps and some
dealers told the company it should go
into production on the blocks so they
could be sold as practice targets and
as discharge targets for crossbow
users. That way crossbow hunters
wouldn’t have to fire expensive arrows
into the ground when it was time to
climb down from the stand or step out
of their blinds and case their cross-
bows.

Scott Maloch of the Buckmasters
organization and I took turns firing a
TenPoint Crossbow into a large Delta
Speed Bag. The ShotBlocker line of
welded-core foam targets from the
McKenzie brand includes a crossbow
model, but I liked the two-finger
arrow removal feature of the Speed
Bags. “The Speed Bag series was creat-
ed for high performance, high speed
bows,” Kresser said. “The bow manu-
facturers challenge us, as target mak-
ers, as they raise the bar on perfor-
mance. So do the arrow manufactur-
ers, as they go to smaller and smaller
diameter shafts which are more diffi-
cult to stop.”

Delta has four Speed Bag models
built for it in Mississippi, from the
20x20x8 inch deep Speed Bag Mini to
the big 28x28x12 inch deep Speed Bag
XL we shot into that day. The compa-
ny tests Speed Bags by drilling arrows
into a single spot and counting how
many it takes to penetrate the far side,
but naturally your customers will get
longer life by varying the impact
points. That’s why the center practice
target is surrounded by 20 other aim-
ing points and why the special Speed
Bag Quad can be shot from all four
sides.

“Bag targets are great where a
range of bow weights are being used,”
Kresser reminded me, like in a family’s
back yard since youngsters can pull
their own arrows with ease. “Between
Delta and McKenzie we want to have
every target option available, whether
it’s for the backyard, the pro shop
range or for a community archery
park.”

With that said, Kresser walked us
over to a large flat foam target sup-
ported well off the ground in a light-
weight wooden frame. “Danage is
known for producing FITA or
Olympic-style targets,” Kresser
explained. “Because they have no U.S.
distribution, they came to us. They are
a good addition to our product line.”

Delta has experience building
laminated foam targets, so it is possi-
ble at some future date they may be
produced state-side. For now both the
frames and the foam will be imported.
The targets are formed in rectangular
sections that fit together with tongue
and grooved edges. You can remove
the top of the frame to rearrange the
components or to replace the shot-up
center. The frames fold for storage,
important for a club or school that
may have limited space. 

If these targets are being shot
where it’s essential that arrows not go
around or through them, the Iowa
firm can now sell you a Speed Trap
Backstop. These thick layered pads are
designed to hang behind targets, and
are made in standard and heavy
weights in sizes from 4x4 feet to 6x10
feet.

Midwestern bowhunters like
myself remember the Bagdad targets
that were typically sold at shoots years
ago. I still have one hanging in my
barn, and its well-used stuffing
backed by the synthetic felt recycled
from a paper making machine still
stops arrows. These pillow-like targets
didn’t offer a flat face or any stand.

Kresser said the people who
bought the Bagdad name developed a
modern version now being marketed
as the Delta Bagdad Evolution. This is
a big, 48x48 inch target whose welded

aluminum frame combines a heavy-
duty replaceable bag several inches
behind a woven monofilament
screen. Smooth target and field points
push the strands of the screen apart,
they don’t cut them. Tensioning bolts
let you keep the screen taut for target
faces. You can rotate the screen to
extend its life. The double sewn, dou-
ble lined bag is itself reversible. Delta
has already added a smaller, 30 inch
size to the one we saw at PASA Park.
Kresser said she was going to suggest
President Laverne Woock consider
putting the 18 inch scale models the
reps were using into production as
well.

“LaVerne Woock has always been
an advocate of youth archery,” Kresser
added. The company wants to have a
Legacy target line in place to honor
him before he decides to retire. On
display that day was a prototype of a
colorful dragon target, the first of
about five creatures the firm is devel-
oping. From her own work with young
shooters Kresser said the full body tar-
gets always draw the most interest.
Dragons and other mythical mon-
sters, like Bigfoot, shouldn’t raise con-
cerns from non-hunters. Backstops,
arrow holders and target faces are
other products being considered for
the Legacy line so schools and com-
munity archery parks can find a lot of
what they need from a single source.

For more information, contact
Delta Sports Products by calling (800)
708-0673 or by faxing your request to
(319) 989-9207.

TRUGLO
I’d seen TRUGLO’s new Micro

Brite Sights at the ATA Show this past
January, but the format of the
Bowhunting Round Table gave me
time to find out why they’d become
the Texas firm’s hottest sellers. Danny
Kerley pointed first to the pin sizing,
which drops fiber diameters as the
ranges increase. The top seller, the
Micro Brite three pin, starts with a
.029 inch fiber diameter for the closest
range, uses a .019 in the center and a
fine .010 at the bottom.  A five pin
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At left, TRUGLO’s new Micro Brite five pin
model (TG5505FB) has aim points sized
for the different ranges. A model with all
fine .010 inch pins is also being stocked.
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model sports a single .029, has two
.019 pins and then two .010 pins for
the longer ranges. “The greater the
distance, the smaller the dot so you
cover up less of the target,” Kerley
explained. (Also available is a five pin
model where all .010 pins are used.)

These new pins are tipped with
hollow stainless steel tubes, sized for
the fiber diameter so the fiber is pro-
tected all the way up to the brilliant
aim point. “With most pins the fiber is
exposed on the back side. With these
sights brush can go right in the pin
guard and there is no danger of snag-
ging a fiber,” Kerley explained. “Since
we are using stepped down pin sizes,
there’s no need to have green, yellow
and red so we went with green fiber
because 99 percent of people see that
color best in low light.”

Speaking of light, these Micro
Brite models come with a micro push
button light. It is about half the size of
previous LED sight lights. Earlier
lights from TRUGLO used screw-top
caps as the on/off switches. There
were problems with some hunters
turning caps so far they came off and
got lost, Kerley said. The rubber-top
push button switch solves that prob-
lem and just like earlier models it
allows the battery to be replaced.

Ultra-fine click adjustments are
used to gang adjust the pins on the
Micro Brite sites, which feature tool-
less lock-downs. Rather than glue in
the level, TRUGLO mounts it with
screws. Whether you adjust it perpen-
dicular to the plane of the string or to
suit the way a particular shooter cants
or tilts his bow, you’ll be able to get the
bubble between the lines.

TRUGLO offers 3 and 5 pin mod-

els with a reversible fixed bracket,
while the latter also comes with a
detachable bracket and extension bar
fitted with a spring loaded knob. The
threaded portion of the knob projects
enough to slide into a recess on the
mounting bracket, locating it directly
over the female threads before you
press it in and screw it down. In its
Apex brand, the company was already
offering extension bars tapped for a
set screw that provided a stop at the
customer’s desired sight extension
length. Like that, the new TRUGLO
system speeds remounting of the
sight.

The same new extension bar is
being used on the latest version of the
Super Slam sight, which Chuck
Adams endorses. Switching to the hol-
low stainless steel pins has increased
the durability of this model, whose
.029 fibers wrap a rugged one-piece
sight head. Like the smaller, lighter
Micro Brite models, the Tru Site Super
Slam offers tool-free lock-downs and
click stop adjustments.

Next we turned our attention to
the PWR Dot, a range adjustable red
dot sight that was designed for, not
adapted to, bows. Kerley said mount-
ing a traditional red dot sight is so
time consuming that some dealers
refuse to take on the work. The PWR
Dot uses an image projected onto a
single plane, so if your customer uses
a peep now he’ll likely want to retain
it. TRUGLO calls this new approach
Steady Dot technology. What I saw
was that I could move my head and
the riser without losing sight of the
dot. You have the option of ordering a
red or green dot, then the shooter
adjusts the intensity using a large

Above, an angled view of the new PWR Dot Archery Red Dot
Sight from TRUGLO. At left, the Tru Site Super Slam model has
been upgraded with fully armored pins.

Circle 248 on Response Card
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rheostat knob near the .875 inch
diameter multi-coated aperture. I’d
call it a “lens” but there is no magnifi-
cation factor.

The arm of the PWR Dot pivots
around the base and the head pivots
around the arm, which gives you the
rough elevation adjustment. The opti-
cal head sides in or out on its round
tube to give you the rough windage
setting, just like the windage for the
Range Rover sights. Next you turn
clearly marked set screws on the opti-
cal sight to microadjust the dot up or
down, left or right. When it’s centered
in the lens and the shooter is on tar-
get, he can begin to mark ranges on
the tape, just like he would with the
different Range Rover models.

Kerley showed us the newest ver-
sion of those adjustable range sights.

Unlike what’s pictured in the catalog,
the pins no longer have exposed
fibers. Instead the pin bases have
been drilled to accept the fibers, now
protected all the way out to the aim
point. Endorsed by Ralph and Vicki
Cianciarulo of the Archer’s Choice and
The Choice programs, these sights
offer you four pin sizes this year, from
a green .010 diameter with removable
light up to a big .040 diameter TFO
pin. The latter uses the decay of a hid-
den vial of tritium, a nuclear isotope,
to keep the green fiber lit for years.

Before we moved on to the next
station, Kerley had time to explain a
couple of features I’d overlooked on
the basic five arrow Tru  Quiver. First,
since the stem can be slid to any of
seven mounting positions, you can
easily adjust quiver height on the bow

to try to keep arrows protected within
the bow profile. Second, when you use
the quick detach mount the lever goes
with the quiver, it doesn’t stay on the
bow. That’s one less thing that can
make noise at the shot. Knowing
many treestand hunters prefer to
shoot with the quiver off their bow,
TRUGLO includes an extra quiver
mounting rail that can be attached to
a treestand.

You can get more information
about the TRUGLO product line by
calling the Richardson, Texas firm at
(972) 774-0300.

New Archery Products
Brady Arview, the new vice presi-

dent of sales and marketing for New
Archery Products, came to the
Bowhunting Round Table with long-
time NAP Engineer Chris Kozlick.
They started with a demonstration of
how easy it is to crest and fletch
arrows in a single step using the Quik
Fletch system. The white shrink wrap
tubing is pre-fletched with the com-
pany’s Speed Hunter vanes. These
premium vanes have a molded in
kicker fin on one side, micro grooves
on the other, to increase spin and the
stabilization that offers. To demon-
strate how well they work, NAP used a
$7,000 high speed camera that has the
depth of field needed to track an
arrow’s flight from the shooter’s point
of view.

I was surprised to see the arrow
was well on it’s way to the target
before wind pressure on conventional
high profile vanes overcame the
arrows rotational inertia and set it
spinning. Fletched the same way, the
Quik Spin Speed Hunter fletching had
the arrow rotating in what appeared
to be half the distance. 

Many dealers are applying Quick
Spin vanes with conventional hand
fletching jigs but it’s hard to beat the
speed and simplicity of the Quik
Fletch system, which shrinks the
adhesive lined tube onto the shaft
when you dip it in hot water. The rub-
ber adhesive is also easier than fletch-
ing adhesive to remove when it’s time
to re-fletch and Kozlick said removing
the shrink tubing is much easier than
removing conventional arrow wraps.
You can do one shaft at a time in

New Archery Products makes
the QuikSpin 2 inch ST Speed
Hunter vane available two
ways. You can get it as the fletch
alone (above left) or already

fletched to a
white tube of
adhesive lined
shrink tubing
that fits all
common
arrow sizes, as
shown above
right. At left,
Brady Arview
of NAP demon-
strates the
rack, dip tank
and induction
hot plate
archery retail-
ers can use to
speed  the
fletching of
arrows. It’s
available with
a $500 or high-
er order of the
QuikFletch
version of
Speed Hunters.

34
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something as simple as a styrofoam
cup of water heated in a microwave
oven. Or you can place a $500 order
for Quik Fletch and receive the dip-
ping rack, dip tank and induction hot
plate I saw demonstrated that day.

The surface of the hot plate stays
cool while the tall metal tank and its
water are heated, an important safety
consideration for retailers. The rack
holds six arrows and can be set for
nock length so all the cresting comes
right to the end of the shaft. With the
rack, your fingers never come near the
hot water. Counting the time it takes
to slip on the tubes and load and
unload the rack twice, Arview said
your staff member could fletch a
dozen arrows in just a few minutes
with this system.

Next Kozlick showed us the Quik
Tune Freedom rest, which had been
beefed up internally since the ATA
show introduction so extremely fast
bows wouldn’t overcome the braking
mechanism that keeps it retracted
and out of the way of fletching. New
Archery Products named this drop-
away rest the Freedom because there
are no strings, cables or rods. Instead

the slight friction of the accelerating
arrow against the launcher flips it
down and out of the way. The light-
weight launcher is molded of a poly-
mer so tough Kozlick said you can fold
the containment arms straight down
without breaking them, yet it has the

give to accommodate any car-
bon shaft up to the 2264 diam-
eter. Again, high speed photog-
raphy was used to demon-
strate to the media how quick-
ly the QuikTune Freedom
retracts and that, unlike some
models on the market, it can-
not bounce back up to inter-
fere with arrow flight.

Turning to broadheads
Kozlick told me he shoots all
the many NAP styles for testing
but sticks to the Spitfire mod-
els when he can pick his per-
sonal favorite. For 2009 NAP
introduced a Spitfire Maxx
with a larger 1.75 inch cutting
diameter. The cut-on-contact
tip and three .027 inch thick
main blades are all replace-

able. Kozlick said he’s never known a
Spitfire to fail to open when it hits a
game animal, though a competitor
advertises their rear deploying blades
are a better way to go. Kozlick decided
to test both brands by firing them into
a transparent water ballon. In the
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Circle 108 on Response Card

Engineer Chris Kozlick
uses a ripe tomato as an
aid to demonstrate how
easily this new NAP
BloodRunner broadhead
switches from the nar-
row “in-flight” position
to the wide “in-animal”
position. The blades on
this hybrid model
deployed fully before
they cut into this soft-
skinned vegetable. The
100 grain heads are sold
three to a package.
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footage the press saw that day, the
Spitfire opened freely in that fragile
medium, the competitor was partially
deployed when it exited the far side.

The Bloodrunner broadhead
from New Archery Products was intro-
duced as a hybrid model that can
calm the concerns some people still
have about mechanicals. It launches
as a 1 inch wide fixed head. The
moment the spring loaded tip touch-
es hide the .037 inch thick blades
move back and out to cut a 1.5 inch
circle. That gives you a head that flies
like a “mini” but cuts like a “maxi.”
Arview had brought a bag of ripe
tomatoes to PASA Park so we could
see just how little force it takes to
spring the blades open. Retailers
might want to keep a tomato on their
counter for the same demonstration,
because the blades were deploying
without even contacting the skin of
this soft target.

Arview and Kozlick also gave me
a preview of the new broadheads the
company is developing for 2010 but
asked ArrowTrade to keep that infor-
mation confidential until later this
fall. I can say some of the world’s
best-known broadhead brands are
going to have exciting new looks and
performance. Reach NAP at (708)
488-2500.

TenPoint
TenPoint Crossbow Technologies

had both CEO Rick Bednar and
Director of Marketing Dave Robb at
the southern Illinois site to answer
questions and to let us shoot the dif-
ferent models on what is normally a
.22 caliber pistol range. First though,
Robb showed us a new chart just
released by the Ohio Department of
Natural Resources. It compared last
fall’s crossbow harvest to bow harvest
by age, starting at age 8. At that tender

age, just a few percent of the success-
ful hunters were using bows, while
over 95 percent used crossbows. At
each older age, a greater proportion of
successful archery hunters were using
bows, until at age 17 there were just as
many using bows and crossbows to
take deer that season. Bows were the
favorite of each older set of successful
hunters, peaking in popularity at
around age 26. Then crossbows grew
in popularity until the two lines
crossed again for age 42, showing like
the 17-year-olds the 42-year-old suc-
cessful hunters were equally divided

Scott Maloch,
the Senior
Advertising
Sales
Representative
for the three
hunting maga-
zines from
Buckmasters,
looks over the
new TenPoint
GT Mag cross-
bow with the
aid of CEO Rick
Bednar (right).
Lighter than
the company’s
compounds, it
is also wider
and louder.

B.J. Wolf helped the press navigate
through the Evolved Harvest seed mixes
and the Evolved Habitats wildlife nutri-
tional products. The latter line includes
four flavors of sweet and salty Buck Jam
(below). Now that the Louisiana firm has a
candy-making machine, Wolf said it took
the top-selling apple flavor and cooked it
down into this easy to hang sucker (left).
Reach Evolved by calling  (225) 638-4094.
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in their choice of hunting weapon. As
you might expect, with each addition-
al year of age the proportion of cross-
bow use climbed through the late 70s.

“This data shows three things,”
Robb said, namely that crossbows are
a good tool for recruiting young
hunters, that some crossbow hunters
later convert to vertical bows and that
crossbows are a good tool for retain-

ing hunters who might be facing
physical issues or time constraints
that keep them from enjoying their
compound or recurves. Crossbows let
people stay accurate when modern
lifestyles don’t leave much time for
practice, he said.

I had a chance to test my accura-
cy with two of the new models in the 6
Point Series, the Defender CLS and GT
Mag. They both use the same non-
thumbhole stock that ends a few inch-
es in front of the trigger guard. You can
choose where to position the fore-
grip: I prefer the rear position where
my elbow can rest against my side to
help support the weight.

The Defender CLS weighs in at 8
pounds and has a Compact Limb
System where the limb tips sweep
back toward the shooter. Axle to axle
width is just 20.5 inches, almost iden-
tical to the width of the Phantom Xtra,
Phantom CLS and Shadow CLS in the
more expensive TenPoint Series,
where each model has a thumbhole
stock. The more elaborate stock and
larger riser also means those models
weigh half a pound more than the
new Defender CLS. The Defender is
plenty fast: A 175 pound draw weight
and 13 inch power stroke move a 420
grain arrow along at a brisk 330 feet
per second (fps.) That translates into
101 foot pounds of kinetic energy.

When I moved from shooting the
Defender CLS to the new GT Mag
recurve crossbow, two things stood
out. The GT Mag is a full pound lighter
and since all that weight is taken from

The Burt Coyote Company

www.lumenok.net   309-358-1602

NOW IN GREEN!
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Dave Robb cocks one of TenPoint’s com-
pound crossbows using the ACUdraw 50, a
rope-style cocking aid that stores in the
stock. By pulling twice as far the force
required is cut in half. This system is quick
and easy to use, but the more costly crank-
style ACUdraw outsells it.

Michael J. Tonkovich,
Ph.D., an Ohio Forest
Wildlife Research
Biologist, developed this
fascinating chart that
contrasts vertical bow
use (green line) with
crossbow use (blue line)
by successful archery
hunters in Ohio during
the 2008-2009 season.
The vertical axis charts
the percent of total har-
vest, the horizontal axis
across the bottom
charts the hunter age.
Vertical bows were more
popular with hunters in
the age groups between
17 and 42.
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the front end, I found it much easier to
hold on target from a freehand posi-
tion. Second, this 200 pound draw
weight crossbow is noticeably louder
than TenPoint’s compound models.

The addition of the GT Mag
means this Ohio firm now has three
recurve models including the GT Flex
that adjusts to three different draw
lengths and a GT Curve that uses the
company’s thumbhole stock and 180
pound draw weight.

Robb showed me a third new
model in the 2009 line, a Titan HLX
that is an update to the longstanding
Titan model. The fully dipped stock
and barrel of the Titan HLX is all poly-
mer, unlike the more costly com-
pounds that combine a molded stock
and metal barrel. This helps makes
the Titan HLX the lightest of the com-
pounds in the company’s 2009 line, at
7 pounds, 12 ounces. I asked about
wearing the polymer track down but
Robb said he’s never even heard of
someone wearing through the camo
finish. For all of its crossbows,
TenPoint recommends a non-greasy,
dry film lubricant that comes with a
built-in applicator.

How does this model differ from
last year’s Titan? Draw weight has
been increased 10 pounds to 175. Also
the 2009 version has one of the com-
pany’s PowerTouch triggers, so trigger
pull is down to about 3.5 pounds.

I want to mention one more new
product from TenPoint, since earlier
this spring I’d been down on my knees
digging Lumenok-equipped carbon
crossbow bolts out of the ground.
TenPoint has developed single use,
biodegradable crossbow bolts made
of polylactic acid. Named the CUB
(for crossbow unloading bolt) these
come six to a pack, broken down into
two segments so they’re not much
harder to fit in a pocket than a couple
pens. Before a hunter climbs down
from the treestand or just after he
steps out of a ground blind he can put
his arrow back in the quiver, replace it
with a CUB, then fire into the ground.
Within 40 days the bolt will be
absorbed into the soil, Bednar said.

For more information about the
CUB or other products, contact the
Suffield, Ohio firm at (330) 628-9245.

Hoyt
Hoyt sent Marketing Manager

Jeremy Eldredge to the event, which
gave me an opportunity to learn more
about its number one seller and a
brand-new mid-priced model that
after rebate should set a customer
back just $450 to $500.

There are 17 compound bows in
the 2009 Hoyt line, more if you count
the individual versions. They range
from long axle-to-axle models for tar-
get archers and finger-shooting
hunters like Chuck Adams, to high
performance models for short-draw
archers, like the Trykon. Still Eldredge
said 90 percent of sales this year are
being generated by the AlphaMax 32
and it’s slighter longer partner, the
AlphaMax 35. 

What, besides good marketing,
makes the AlphaMax so popular.
“This is not just a slight update of a
carry-over from the 2008 line, this is a
complete new bow,” he said. Hoyt had
a great hunting bow in the Katera that
was the sales leader last year, Eldredge
reminded me. It came in two versions,
a 36 inch Katera XL with a 7.5 inch
brace height and a 33 inch Katera with
a 6 inch brace height. That latter ver-
sion was the fastest bow in the com-
pany’s line, at 330 fps. The Katera has
the strong and stable TEC riser Hoyt is
known for, as well as premium lami-
nated limbs. It came with both Alpha
Shox silencers on the limbs and twin
Rizer Shox2 silencers built into the
riser. A Stealth Shot string stopper was
also standard. Hoyt described the bow
as “Sleek, fast, tough, forgiving,
smooth-shooting and technology-
packed.”

Eldredge said the Katera was only
vulnerable in two areas. One was
weight. At a time when a key competi-
tor, Mathews, was emphasizing the
lightness of the DXT, the Katera was
about 5 ounces heavier than the com-
pany would have liked. Secondly, like
the DXT, the Katera used draw length
specific cams, so it wasn’t as easy to
adapt it to customers as Hoyt bows
that used interchangeable modules.
“It wasn’t too bad if you were changing
to another draw length in the same
cam family,” he noted, but if you were
trying to make larger adjustments

you’d need to change not only the
cam but the strings and cables as well.

The big challenge in designing the
2009 flagship model for Hoyt was
weight reduction. Eldredge said the
sales and marketing team went to the
engineers and asked them to shave a
full half pound off the new bow, with-
out falling short in any of the areas the
Katera was already excelling in. The
challenge was particularly difficult
since Hoyt requires exceptional
strength from its risers, requiring
them to sustain 1,500 dry fires at 80
pounds. Limbs have to be capable of
sustaining 1,000 dry fires, and
Eldredge said it’s not unusual for the
same set of limbs to last through the
riser testing. “If our bows will with-
stand that, then we’ll probably never
have a catastrophic bow failure result-
ing in an injury. We do it to protect
ourselves as a company and to protect
consumers.”

“You can understand now why
the engineers were freaked out when
sales and marketing said to ‘take half a
pound out,’” Eldredge told Arrow-
Trade. This wasn’t going to be a matter
of shaving a few grams here, a few
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The new
TurboHawk
is a mid-priced,
early 2010 
release from Hoyt.
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grams there. Hoyt had to come up
with a new way to build compound
bows that would make them  more
than 10 percent lighter without com-
promising those exceptional durabili-
ty standards.

The breakthrough came in devel-
oping a new way to connect limb and
riser. Instead of capturing and con-
trolling the split limbs with a pocket
that surrounds them on three sides, as
on the Katera, the ZT Lock Pocket
System captures the very tips at the
limb bolt, aligns and holds their inside
edges against a circular bearing sur-
face, then uses an elegant lightweight
bracket to align, separate and lock
them again to the inner edge of the
riser. If you think of the limb as a lever,
the inner bracket moves the fulcrum
point away from the limb bolt. “That
puts less stress on the riser,” Eldredge
said, “It also decreased vibration, let-
ting us cut the riser down to make it
more slender, more narrow.”

Moving the fulcrum point out had
another benefit toward the ultimate
goal of weight reduction. The width of
the split limbs Hoyt uses is part of
what resists cam lean. Because the
free section of these AlphaMax limbs
is shorter, Hoyt was able to design a
narrower, 5/8 inch wide XTS limb that
is lighter than the 3/4 inch limbs it has

used on other models.
Eldredge had limbs and other

bow components we could examine
and I was surprised to see the recurve
built into the unstressed limbs.
Laminating limbs, rather than grind-
ing them or machining them out of a
solid billet, gives you more control in
their design, he noted.  “It allows you
to even out stress points and elimi-
nate hot spots.” These limbs are
formed of five layers from Gordon
Composites, something readily
apparent since their edges are not
dipped or painted. “Of course because
we use split limbs there is no V-notch
that is vulnerable to cracking,”
Eldredge said. Laminating split limbs
is expensive but for Hoyt dealers and
customers it pays off in reliability: He
said the limb warranty rate is about
.001 percent.

The limbs support a new XTR
Cam & 1/2, with interchangeable
modules. Dealers love a bow that
adjusts for draw length, the marketing
manager noted, but if you opt for a big
rotating module it adds mass to the
limb tips and slows the bow down.
With the two AlphaMax models, you
choose one of two cam sizes based on
whether you’ll be fitting customers
from 26 to 28-1/2 inches or 27 to 30
inches. You can have as few as two

AlphaMax 32 bows on display, two
AlphaMax 35 bows and with modules
at the service counter can quickly fit
anyone from 26 to 30 inches in draw
length. Even though different mod-
ules are needed top and bottom
Eldredge showed us how things are
clearly marked on cams and modules
so that customers could easily make
their own draw length adjustments.

Before our 30 minutes at the Hoyt
station were up, we got to handle the
brand new TurboHawk, a mid-year
addition to the mid-priced Hawk
series from Hoyt. Hoyt is calling this a
2010 early release and expects them to
reach retailers by July, 2009. The
PowerHawk and SuperHawk have had
a great couple of years but their sales
have been slowing a little, Eldredge
said, probably due to increased com-
petition at that price range. All three
bows use a diecast magnesium riser
fashioned like the company’s TEC ris-
ers with a web behind the handle and
extensive lightening holes.  There’s a
lot of surface area for the amount of
bulk these risers have, which is how
the Hoyt engineers take advantage of
the particular strength characteristics
of diecast magnesium.

The PowerHawk and SuperHawk
are rated at 303 fps and 306 fps,
respectively and weigh 4.1 pounds.
With the TurboHawk, Hoyt engineers
have shaved the weight down to 3.75

Ameristep Marketing Director Katie
Wilberding demonstrates the quick-fold-
ing Turkey Stopper chair. Below, she’s by
one of two wall shelves added to the
Ground Blind Gear series. The round unit
in the inset photo is a ground blind light,
which has white LEDs at the center. The
green LEDs that surround them can be
used without alarming most game ani-
mals. A version with a fan is also offered.
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pounds while ramping up the speed
to 320 fps through the use of the same
XTR Cam & 1/2 eccentrics found on
the AlphaMax. Brace height is a com-
fortable 7.25 inches, right between
where the other two models fall.

“We feel it’s very important to
have a new bow for the segment of the
market that are not die-hard archers,”
Eldredge said. In these tougher eco-
nomic times if you show that kind of
customer a $900 bow they’ll often
walk right out, he said. The suggested
retail price (MSRP) of the TurboHawk
is just $549, and starting July 1 Hoyt
sweetened that with a $50 mail in
rebate. Considering that some dealers
typically discount around $50 off the
MSRP, some bowhunters will be
shelling out just $450 for a fast, light
new TurboHawk. That should help
keep both Hoyt dealers and the Hoyt
factory in Salt Lake City, Utah, busy
this summer and fall.

For more information from Hoyt
USA, talk to your sales rep or reach the
firm at (801) 363-2990.

Ameristep
Ameristep’s Katie Wilberding had

one of the porch-mounted picnic
tables set up with the company’s new
Extra Wide Rapid Rails. Like the origi-
nal, these are welded from lightweight
aluminum and each of the three is a
different length so they nest together
for carrying. The steps on these curve
out from the tree so the center of your
boot can rest on the rung. Plus these
XW Rapid Rails are wide enough that
if needed you can place feet side by
side. 

General sporting good stores
and four-season sport shops may be
interested to know this major manu-
facturer of hunting blinds has added
a line of fabric ice-fishing shelters
that will hold from one to three peo-
ple. New ATV/UTV accessories have
also been added, under the Team
Realtree logo.

I spent most of my time with
Wilberding talking about the compa-
ny's expanded line of hunting blinds
and hunting blind accessories. She
had the new Bone Collector blind set
up on the lawn, with its roof vent sys-
tem keeping it cooler than it would
have been without it on that steamy

afternoon. Ameristep has it sewn
from a fabric it calls NS3, which com-
bines a micro-fiber exterior with a
laminated, carbon-enhanced interior.
(NS3 stands for No Scent, No Shine,
No Sound.) The camo for this model is
the popular Realtree AP.

Next to that 75 inch square blind
was a Wing Shooter Chair Blind, big
enough for a shotgunner and his dog,
Finished in the Advantage Max4 pat-
tern, that blind has an adjustable rain
fly, dual shell pouches and a front zip-
pered dog door.

Wilberding showed me two new
heated seat cushions for use in blinds
or treestands. The Bun Burner and
Toaster (with backrest) use flexible
carbon fiber heating elements and
their lithium ion rechargeable battery
provides up to five hours of heat.

On display were two new addi-
tions to the already extensive line of
furniture. The 9 pound Executive
Signature Series Chair gives you a high
seat for hunting above the weed line,
though its side tray and cup holder
also make it suitable for deck furni-

ture. The Turkey Stopper folding chair
I tried was surprisingly comfortable
due to its sling seat and angled back,
despite weighing only 5 pounds.

Ameristep’s first ground blind
accessories were a Snow Cover and a
Safety Orange Blind Cap, Wilberding
said. Now the firm has added shelves,
lights, fans, bow holders and a ground
blind gear stick. That adjustable pole
extends from 25 to 72 inches and can
be used as a center support to keep
blinds from collapsing due to snow
and ice build up. Outside the blind it
can be used as a camera or gun sup-
port or walking stick.

Carbon Express
The 30 minute format gave Lenny

Rezmer time to explain features of
Carbon Express arrows in depth,
before moving onto to new broad-
heads from that brand. Both arrows
and broadheads are made at the com-
pany’s plant in South Korea.

The Michigan firm has been using
“Built-In Weight Forward” technology
this year at four different arrow shaft

Circle 110 on Response Card
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price points, offering it on the
Aramid-KV, the Maxima Hunter, the
Terminator Lite and the Rebel Hunter.
In each case heavier BuffTuff material
forms the outer layer for the front two
thirds of the length, while lighter and
stiffer BuffTuff Plus is used on that last
third. (This manufacturer holds
patents on the BuffTuff process to fin-
ish carbon shafts, effectively prevent-
ing other brands from varying weight
and stiffness in this manner.)

The added stiffness on the rear
of the shaft is at least as important as
the weight forward feature for good
arrow flight, Rezmer said. The front
of the shaft provides the forgiveness
needed to help the arrow recover
from the shock of the launch, while
the stiffer rear acts as a “shock
absorber” to help dampen the
arrow’s oscillations. An arrow that’s
flexing on the way to the target
resists the spinning that the fletching
is attempting to provide as an aid to
downrange accuracy. “The back end
provides the steering,” he reminded
us. “The faster you can get an arrow
to stabilize, the faster the arrow can
start to turn.”

Rezmer next showed the results of
high speed video tests. First he  had
thrown a bow out of tune by raising
the nocking point, so much that you’d
see a 1 inch tear if you were trying to
paper tune the shaft at 5 yards. Then
he photographed one of the expensive
Aramid-KV shafts, so we could see
how the front end flexed wildly at first,
then dampened right down as the
stiffer rear brought it under control.
Not only are these “weight forward”
shafts more accurate, he said, but
their quicker recovery makes them
faster down-range.

The Aramid-KV shafts carry a
minimum advertised price of $200 per
dozen because they incorporate cost-
ly Aramid fiber, in what Rezmer
described as a “30 ton triple cross
weave.”

Maxima Hunter and Maxima
Hunter Mathews Edition shafts use
carbon fiber in a cross-weave pattern
rated at 24 tons. Carbon fibers are
wrapped, not woven, in the
Terminator Lite series that’s the next
step down in price. “Our Rebel Hunter
is a composite arrow, so we can hit a

$90 per dozen price, because fiber-
glass is about 1/8 the price of carbon
fiber,” Rezmer commented. Since it’s
also heavier, that Rebel Hunter shaft is
also popular with hunters going after
large African game.

The Carbon Express Built-in
Weight Forward Technology is also
available in Aramid-KV and Maxima
Hunter crossbow arrows, spined to
shoot best in models from 165 to 175
pounds in peak weight. “You need a
little bit of recovery in a crossbow
shaft,” Rezmer said. “When we shot
the stiffest ones available through
shooting machines, we found you
couldn’t get the tightest groups.”

Turning to broadheads, Rezmer
showed us the F-15 heads that are
made using a MIM process licensed
from G5. The fixed and expandable
versions both have a ferrule and
main blade formed in one piece
from 440 stainless steel, so they are
resharpenable. The bleeder blades
on the fixed blade version and the
flip open blades of the mechanical
are stamped from a ribbon of stain-
less steel, as with most other broad-
heads. What makes the F-15 unique
is that the 1-1/8 inch wide fixed
blade version has twin parallel
bleeder blades, the 1-3/8 wide
mechanical has twin parallel
mechanical blades. “We’re not cut-
ting a cut through the animal, we’re
cutting a chunk out of the animal,”

Rezmer said. “It’s pretty neat when
you see lungs and internal organs
and not just blood, coming out of the
other side.”

I’d had breakfast not long before,
so I was glad that Rezmer opted to
show us not graphic photos or video
footage from his research at a game
ranch, but high speed shots of these
broadheads blasting through water-
filled basketballs. “The basketballs
were the best thing we could find to
simulate hide, because they’re tough.”
In the video I was shown, the twin
blade F-15 fixed blade head let the
water gush out faster than when the
basketballs were shot with a popular
rear-deploying 2 inch wide mechani-
cal. 

As far as the choice between the
models, Rezmer said he prefers the F-
15 mechanical for deer and bear. For
larger game, he chooses the fixed
blade version. You can see all the
broadhead styles by requesting a
Carbon Express catalog when you call
(800) 241-4833. 

Carbon Express tar-
get arrows are also
benefiting from Built-
in Weight Forward
Technology. That fea-
ture was added to the
LineJammer Lenny
Rezmer is holding and
last year went on the
even-larger diameter
LineJammer 27. The
former’s diameter is
.386 inch while the lat-
ter is sized at the .414
allowed in IBO and
ASA events. To meet
NFAA and FITA stan-
dards, Carbon Express
has its weight forward
technology in the CXL,
a shaft weighing as lit-
tle as 6.8 grains per
inch in the 150 spine.

The fixed blade F-15
broadhead from
Carbon Express.
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G5 & Quest
At the next station, Joel Harris of

G5 started with that company’s
newest broadhead, the Montec CS
that the Michigan firm packages 25
percent sharper than the popular
Montec. “It’s still made through the
Metal Injection Molding process but
we’re using carbon steel rather than
stainless steel,” the brand manager
explained. Carbon steel not only can
be ground to a sharper edge but it is
easier for the customer to resharpen
than stainless, he said. The CS version
is easily distinguished by the rust-
resistant black finish and gleaming
blade edges. It comes only in a 100
grain weight that has a 1-1/16 inch
cutting diameter. Meanwhile G5 con-
tinues to make three Montec versions:
85 grain 1 inch, 100 grain 1-1/16 inch
and 125 grain 1-1/8 inch.

Harris filled me in on changes to
the company’s G-Force lighted nock.
It had been introduced in a blue color
that went along with the company’s
blue logo. Unfortunately blue LEDs
take more power than other colors
and not every battery sent out with
them provided the desired intensity.
This year the firm switched to power-
friendly red LEDs and every battery is
being tested before it goes into the
package.

The G-Force nocks use a sealed
circuit that houses an accelerometer.
The force of the launch activates them
to burn steady for six seconds, then to
blink for more than 24 hours. Once
you recover your arrow (and hopeful-
ly your deer) you tap the nock end
three times on a hard surface to shut
the blinking off. Batteries are replace-
able and the nocks are sold individu-
ally or in three-packs, with a practice
nock that weighs the same 38 grains.
Two sizes, a .244 and .204 inside diam-
eter, fit most carbon arrows on the
market.

The accelerometer circuit is
designed to work with even low
poundage bows, so Harris was able to

turn the nocks on just by swishing the
arrow with a flick of his wrist. That
should be an attention-getting move
retailers may want to imitate.

Harris had also brought the three
bows that make up the Quest line for
2009. Ross bows had been built by G5
and when that company faltered G5
continued in the bow business,
launching its own brand. “We make
everything but the rubber compo-
nents and the wood handles,” the
brand manager noted. The bows are
even decorated in a G5 plant using
what Harris called an improved ver-
sion of the Color Fusion process. The
Michigan manufacturer calls it
DuraFuse and it produces a highly
detailed camouflage that is baked into
the surface of the metal, exactly like
you see on the G5 sights or rests. (In
fact Harris said G5 now does decorat-
ing for other archery companies
under its G-Dec division, offering its
tough DuraFuse finish for about what
you’d pay for film dip.)

Circle 241 on Response Card

The Quest
XPB bow built
by G5 has a 32
inch axle to
axle length
and a gener-
ous 7.5 inch
brace height. It
weighs 3.8
pounds. Below
are the new
Montec CS
broadhead
and the new
red gForce
nock from the
same firm.
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The single cam QS comes in 31 or
33 inch axle to axle lengths, uses mod-
ules to adjust from 26 to 30 inches and
comes in four different weight ranges.
It is rated at 310 to 314 fps under the
IBO system that has a 70 pound bow
firing a 350 grain arrow at 30 inches
draw length. 

The XPB shoots 320-324 fps with
the aid of a Binary Twin Track system
licensed through Elite Archery. You
need to order the draw length to fit
your customers. Draw lengths are
available in 1/2 inch increments from
27 to 30 inches. On this top-end
model the cables are routed through a
sleek I-Glide that uses slick, non-
wearing ceramic inserts rather than
rollers or  conventional cable slides. 

Priced between these two models
is the HPS, a single cam model that
features a forged and machined riser,
the patent-pending I-Glide Cable
System and a riser that starts as a
tough forging. The HPS Cam System
on this $599 model is modular and it
incorporates an adjustable draw stop.
All the bows have small metal Speed
Studs in the strings, which can be slid
up or down as needed to keep peep
sights aligned.

The Quest line will be adding a
new bow for 2010, Harris said.
Retailers interested in learning more
about the line can talk to their G5 and
Quest sales rep or can reach the man-
ufacturer at (866) 456-8836,

PSE Archery
Francis Amenta, the PSE Regional

Sales Manager whose territory
includes Illinois, was my guide to
changes in bows and crossbows from
the Tucson, Arizona manufacturer.
The X-Force that launched a new
technology platform when it was
introduced in 2006 has been updated
as an X-Force GX. People wanted the
draw length settings to be exact and
they wanted a premium string and
cable to come with the bow, he said.
“We made it 3 fps faster and we short-
ened the draw lengths so that 29 won’t
be 29-1/2 inch.” The bow now comes
with strings and cables from America’s
Best Bowstrings, guaranteed against
string creep for a full year.

PSE has a new Chaos bow for
youth and other short draw archers. It

has the shock-cancelling parallel limb
design and cams that fit 17 to 27 inch-
es in draw length. This is a very effi-
cient cam design, Amenta said, that
can shoot 286 fps IBO at the 27 inch
draw length. Years ago as a 3D shooter
for PSE he said he felt great if he could
tweak his 28 inch draw length to shoot
280 fps, which shows you how much
bow design has improved over the
years.

For a price point bow, Amenta
said you can’t do better than the PSE
Stinger. If offers 6 inches of draw
length adjustment and long limb bolts
that let you take the 50 pound version
all the way down to 23 pounds.
Amenta showed me the arrow align-
ment lines cut in the shelf and arrow
pass that help speed setup, then
pointed out the asymmetrical grooves
in the cam and big idler that aid string

tracking and reduce friction. The cam
is easy to adjust due to bright, laser-
engraved marks.  You can order the
Stinger alone, in a Ready to Shoot
Package or in a more extensive Field
Ready Package. “This bow does so
much more than the Nova I don’t even
take the Nova to dealers anymore,”
Amenta confided.

A step up from the Stinger is the
PSE Brute, renamed the Brute LT now
that it comes with a lightweight new
riser. Weight has been trimmed to 4.1
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PSE’s wild new Tac 15 crossbow looked at home
on this PASA Park gun range. Regional Sales
Manager Francis Amenta is demonstrating how
the AR-15 receiver and stock are easy to attach
with just two pins. He set his sample up with a
jeweled trigger that has a pull of less than 2
pounds. PSE wants to make sure that its 412 fps
crossbow will work with any AR-15 receiver and
after-market trigger, one reason Amenta’s cus-
tomers were still waiting in mid-June to receive
their Tac 15 orders.

At right is the easy-aiming, easy-drawing PSE
Bow Madness XS the author shot at the range.
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pounds and a riser-mounted string
stopper is now standard. “The Brute
got a huge facelift and carries the
same price point as last year.’

“This is the best bargain in the
PSE line,” Amenta said as he showed
me the three Bow Madness models
the company cross-promotes with the
Bow Madness program starring the
Drury brothers. The Bow Madness XS
has large eccentrics carried on short 9
inch limbs that go past parallel when
the bow is drawn. People like the soft
feel of the draw force curve and the
fact that just two rotating modules are
needed to cover a 6 inch draw length
range. 

The bow has an easy-pointing
straight riser nearly the length of the
axle to axle span, along with a gener-
ous 7-3/8 inch brace height. The 32
and 36 inch models are just as user
friendly.

Amenta had already shown me
the hot X Force Omen that he recom-
mended for advanced archers, those
with good form who know how to pull
through the shot. “The X-Force Omen
is not for everybody. You don’t give a
16-year-old kid a Ferrari. But anybody
can shoot these Bow Madness
Models. And they shoot well.”

Barnett Crossbows
President Mike Houllis came to

the Bowhunting Round Table to bring
the press up to date on changes in
both the company and the product
line. Bernard Barnett was a machinist
in England when he started the com-
pany half a century ago, in part to
make sporting arms affordable in an
environment where you had to be
wealthy to own and hunt with
firearms. After decades of serving the
European market Barnett established
a separate United States company.

Houllis said he and two others
bought the U.S. arm in 1986 and
found it challenging to sell crossbows
made in Europe. Houllis said a rift
developed between the two firms as
the U.S. company moved to building
more products domestically. Barnett
had been the leader in U.S. crossbow
sales, he said, but with no new prod-
ucts introduced between 1996 and
2001 “we got passed up.”

Barnett’s comeback began in

2001, when Bernard’s son David
agreed to become his partner and
form a combined firm, Houllis said.
That’s when Barnett
brought out the
advanced Revolution
model and when it
introduced the popu-
lar Rhino crossbow to
U.S. hunters. “Our
plan was to move all
production to the
U.S.,” Houllis said.
Demand for Barnett
crossbows tripled but
the growth was more
than the firm could
handle and some
orders went unfilled.

In 2007 Barnett
Crossbows became
part of  Wildgame
Innovations family of
brands, so that now
ownership is shared
by the Busbice family
that heads that corpo-
ration, along with
David Barnett and
Houllis. Barnett is
committed to manu-
facturing here in the
United States, the
president said.
Production has been
moved to a new
Tarpon Springs plant,

three times the size of the facility it
had in nearby Odessa, Florida.
More than 100 people are
employed there now and with their
help Houllis said Barnett was able
to double its sales in 2008.

“The Wildcat C5 is a $349 cross-
bow,” Houllis said by way of

explaining Barnett’s high volume. “It’s
the number one crossbow in the mar-
ket. That price is with scope, quiver

Circle 279 on Response Card

At right, Buckmasters
Executive Editor Ken
Piper gets comfortable
with the Wildcat C5 as
Ken Houllis watches.
Below, most Barnett
models can be set up
with a crank cocking
aid where all but the
handle and carrier are
hidden in the stock.
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and arrows. It came with a painted
finish two years ago, now we can dip
them in our plant. Once to dip a cross-
bow we had to get them molded in
Michigan, we’d prep them in Florida
and ship them to North Carolina to
film dip. Now our stocks are injection
molded 10 miles away from our plant,
through a joint venture and we deco-
rate them ourselves.”

A transfer bar is used on the
Wildcat trigger so the string latches 2
inches behind the trigger, helping to
provide the 13 inch power stroke that
works with the 150 pound draw
weight. When Barnett introduced the
Revolution, it went to a 4 inch transfer
bar so the same draw weight  had a
total of 16 inches of power stroke to
work over. “The longer the power
stroke, the greater the speed, some-
thing I understand with my 35 inch
draw length,” Houllis smiled.

When it developed the Predator,
Barnett kept the Revolution style
stock with adjustable cheek piece and
butt plate, then developed a new riser
that puts the stirrup behind the limb
butts. That lets the power stroke stay
at 16 inches while the overall length
was shortened to 37 inches. This 175-
pound draw model comes standard
with the AVi limbs that are encapsu-
lated in a shock-reducing polymer.
“That makes a 3 to 5 decibel differ-
ence and the reduction in vibration is
even more noticeable,” Houllis said.

What’s coming in the future from
Barnett? The president said two new
triggers had been developed that have

shorter pulls and that break at about
3.9 pounds. Those will be incorporat-
ed as an in-line change to 2009 mod-
els. By next year you may see more
crossbows that break down like the
Revolution, for easy carrying in a bow
case or double rifle case. Meanwhile
Barnett has a lot to do just to meet
orders for existing models.
Pennsylvania, Michigan and Texas
were three of the biggest states for
bowhunting, he said. Their decision to
open up seasons to crossbow use may
mean there’s more demand than all
the crossbow manufacturers together
can meet this fall.

To reach Barnett Crossbows at the
new headquarters, call (727) 234-4999
or fax to (747) 942-6100. The address is
955 Live Oak Street, Tarpon Springs,
FL 34689.

Gorilla Treestands
Gorilla Treestands and their

accessories fill a 40 page catalog this
year, so Jeff Bergmann of the
Providence Marketing Group could
only hit some of the highlights, even
with the aid of his daughter Maddie. 

A switch to a D shaped tubing and
hex shaped platforms on the steel HX
model stands has trimmed weight by
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Firm, water-repellent seats are new on Gorilla Treestands, along with
more treestand accessories like the Kong Mega-Lock being held by Jeff
Bergmann of the Providence Marketing Group. At right, Maddie
Bergmann helps the author try out the company’s new form-fitting
Exotech safety vest. Reach Gorilla in Michigan at (810) 733-6360.

Ken Ferguson, the
Sales & Customer
Service Manager for
BA Products, shows
Scott Maloch and Ken
Piper (far right) of
Buckmasters the
heart of the new
feeder being sold
under the Wildgame
Innovations family of
brands. It uses an
electric motor to
meter corn or other
pellets to the fan,
where it blasts them
out with a 40-foot range. The fan starts before the
feed hits it to prevent clogging and runs after the
metering stops, so no food is at the port to attract
vermin. The directed spray means you can posi-
tion the feeder along a fence line or even hide it in
the brush. The feeder comes with poly tanks of 30
or 40 gallons that nest in two sections inside a
compact, colorful box. Ferguson said the average
retail cost for the larger of the two is $149. Reach
him in Texas at (800) 847-8269.
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about 20 percent. The Michigan firm
has been using tough XT-6 nylon
bushings and washers, now it’s color-
ing them red so customers can see
that connecting points are going to be
silent and squeak free. The company
has eliminated the soft-to-the-touch
coating on its stands, substituting a
slip resistant black coating that’s more
cost effective. The coating matches
the XPE black seats with their mold-
ed-in geometric patterns, seats that
Bergmann said won’t absorb nearly as
much moisture as the cushy-looking 2
inch thick seats the company had
offered.

A growing accessory line now
includes a Gorilla Eye light, that is
activated by a remote control with a
100 yard range. It flashes for 10 sec-
onds to help you locate your stand,
then on command shines a light
downward to help you climb the tree.
Bergmann held up a new Kong Mega-

Lock, a massive security cable that’s
lighter than it looks because part of
the bulk is a quiet flexible sleeve.
Purchased from a motorcycle acces-
sory supplier, it’s designed to retail for
just $19.99

Bergmann said Gorilla looked for
ideas from the skydiving and moun-
taineering sports when it designed a
new Exotech safety vest. Bowhunters
who don’t wear a harness may say
they’re uncomfortable or complicat-
ed. The molded body of this one gives
it shape that keeps it from tangling
and makes it easier to get into or out
of. The tether is an advanced design
that if you should fall, stops you with
much less shock than models the
company had it tested against. Also,
don’t overlook the cool factor.
Designed to retail for $189, the new
Exotech looks like technical gear.
Which it is.

Circle 226 on Response Card

Bohning Archery now offers
its dealers keyrings filled with
the different target vanes,
hunting vanes and arrow
wraps, to keep the samples
arranged, looking good and to
make it easy to pick out vanes
and wraps that compliment
each other.

At right, Stacey Randall
demonstrates how the two-
piece Phoenix quiver will
adjust to fit within the profiles
of the bow. It utilizes a unique
stepped hood that helps sepa-
rate fletching and has triple
arrow grippers to accommo-
date mechanical broadheads.
Reach Randall at (231) 229-
4247.
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Bohning Archery
Stacey Randall, the Bohning

National Sales Manager whom I’d met
this winter at the NABA Show in Reno,
had spread her samples across one of
the weathered picnic tables on the
clubhouse porch at PASA Park. The
Michigan firm had come up with a
great way for dealers to display the
company’s many choices in vanes and
arrow wraps. They now load key-
chains with one sample of each color
of Blazer Broadhead Vane, Blazer X2
Vane, X Vane and Bohning arrow
wraps. The wraps have tags on the
back indicating which SKU number
fits the different size shafts.

Randall had us practice applying
wraps, then showed us how simple it
is to use the company’s new Blazer
Helix Fletching Jig. The jig is designed
to produce a true helical application
of short 2 inch vanes like the Blazer,
wrapping the shaft with the base and
not just setting it at an angle. “This

puts a true 3 degree helical over the 2
inches,” Randall said, which naturally
should increase spin over a simple off-
set. The wide, flat clamp snaps over
the base, though Randall said she likes
to apply finger pressure for 10 seconds
or so just to guarantee good contact. 

You can save time and increase
production by using the Bohning
Tower fletching jig, a spring loaded
model that holds the shaft vertically
and that applies three vanes at once. It
was introduced in two versions, to
apply fletching straight or at an angle.
Randall had a prototype of a new
Tower Helix version that like the
Blazer Helix jig has curved clamps
that apply the fletch in a spiral. The
company has also developed a new
type of pressure ring that’s slotted,
rather than round, so you can’t twist
the clamps out of alignment by apply-
ing too much pressure.

Bohning is capitalizing on the
interest in pink camo with a Pink Lynx
quiver. The company developed it by

replacing the normal white or orange
background in the Mossy Oak Blaze
pattern with pink: In fact it’s not a pink
base coat, it’s pink plastic, with
matching pink (rather than red)
Bohning logo. Randall said she wasn’t
crazy about the idea of pink quivers,
but said she likes the way the Pink
Lynx turned out. “It’s subtle, not gar-
ish.”

Hunter Safety System
David Langston and Mike

Nischalke were at PASA Park for
Hunter Safety System, an Alabama
firm that sold 1,800 safety vests in
2001 and is on line to sell 200,000 this
year. Langston said the firm studies all
feedback from dealers and customers
in a systematic way each year. Those
comments resulted in rubber being
added to the buckles to help silence
them. The company also added a
binocular harness to the front of the
chest, to make it more convenient and
to let customers eliminate the binocu-

Field Logic Vice President of Sales John Syverson had cut open
targets on display so we could see the difference between the
Block 4x4 on the left and the new Block Fusion. Because the man-
ufacturer found a way for the layered polyethylene foam core to

bond to the polyurethane foam exterior, it could do away with
the wood supports at top and bottom and the internal banding.
Your customers won’t shoot off or tear the handle off these new
models, as they have a recessed carrying pocket that’s molded in.
Polyfusion Technology is also being used on the GlenDel Buck,

where Syverson demonstrated how easy it is to rotate the
vitals when you want to practice from a treestand. Antlers
are also of a new blow molded design that’s much tougher
and sun-resistant than the polyurethane originals.

Below, Mike Weinkauf held up the Rage2-Blade  and the
newer Rage 40 KE (at right), which uses a more streamlined
blade angle and narrower 1.5 inch cutting diameter.
Attractive packaging helps customers decided which ver-
sion they should be shooting, though
he said high poundage hunters may
also opt for the Rage 40 KE for easier
pass-through on really big-bodied
game like African Eland.

Reach Field Logic at (715) 395-0020.
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lar strap around their neck that could
otherwise prove a hazard in a fall.

Nischalke stepped off a treestand
to demonstrate how a Hunter Safety
System vest supports the hunter.
Then, while dangling he reached for
and hooked up the combination deer
drag/suspension system that comes
with each vest. The strap loops under
the legs so you can periodically stand
on it while awaiting rescue or before
scrambling back to your treestand or
ladder. That will prevent the problem
of blood pooling and cooling in the
legs, blood that could cause the heart
to stop once a hunter does remove the
weight from the leg straps, which con-
nect with spring loaded buckles that
can be released even under pressure.

Buyers at the big box stores esti-
mate 80 to 85 percent of their tree-
stands sold today are fixed position
models rather than climbers,
Langston said. “Because of those
numbers we’re really pushing the Life
Line system.”

The hunter carries the 30-foot Life
Line with him when he hangs the
stand and ties it off above where he’ll
be sitting, and again at the base of the
tree. Then before he climbs again, he
can hook his vest to the line and just
slide the prussic knot ahead of him.
That way he’s fully protected against
falls during the climbing phase and
during the transition into the stand,
where many slips occur. 

If your customer is doing things
right, Langston said, even the tree-
stand hanging phase will be accident-
proof because they’ll be using the
company’s lineman’s belt to keep
themselves connected to the tree. It
has dual lockable carabineers, heavy
duty nylon rope and a prussic slide-
hitch connection for easy, one hand
adjustments while in use. 

Langston called our attention to a
new product, a Hunter Pop-Up sign.
The signs will fit in a pocket and pop
open with a spring loaded frame.
They are sewn from orange fabric and
have reflective tape on the edges.
They proclaim “Hunter in Area,
please use extreme stealth and cau-
tion.” There is a place for an emer-
gency number and the hunter’s name,
if desired. The signs are designed to
increase safety and reduce the likeli-

hood that another hunter will walk in
on someone in their stand, spoiling
their public land hunt. They also
should make it easier for friends or
emergency personnel to find a hunter
who may be hanging in his harness
after slipping from his stand.

Get more information on the 2009
HSS line by calling the Alabama firm
at (877) 296-3528.

Trophy Ridge
“We had a first place horse in the

Kentucky Derby when we bought
Carolina Archery Products three
years ago,” Mark Wenberg said at the
station he and Ross Rinehart were
manning for the Trophy Ridge acces-
sory line from Bear Archery. Wenberg
is the Director of Product
Development and Management for

Whatever you’re looking 
for in a bowstring material, 
BCY has a product tailored to 
your needs. See our catalog 
or visit our web site: www.
bcyfi bers.com

There’s a good reason why 
BCY 452X bowstring material 
is supplied as original equipment 
by most major bow manufacturers:
• Absolutely no creep
• Superior stability
• Very good speed and durability
PLUS:
• The widest range of single and
  two color material
• Same day personal service and 
  advice from people who really 
  know archery

The perfect shot
AND the 
perfect bowstring

Phone: 860-632-7115 
Fax: 860-632-5775
www.bcyfi bers.com • e-mail: bcyray@msn.com

Rely
on

It doesn’t get any 
better than this...

Circle 121 on Response Card

Mike Nischalke demonstrates the binocu-
lar harness (above) and suspension  relief
strap (right) that have
been added by HSS to
the safety vest. That
strap doubles as a
deer drag. At right is
the new pop-up cau-
tion sign.
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both the bow and accessory lines,
and was referring to the Whisker
Biscuit rests that had become the
most popular rest for bowhunting.

At first the new owners moved
production to the Gainesville, Florida
plant, without making many product
changes. This year, along with dra-
matic improvements to the strength
and reliability of Trophy Ridge sights,
the manufacturer has a whole new
generation of Whisker Biscuits. All are
stronger and more streamlined than
the models Carolina Archery Products
had developed and they’re designed
to be easier to mount as well.

Wenberg started with the Quik
Shot, the lowest cost of the new rests
and one that uses a composite
encased biscuit that is still 150 percent
stronger than previous models.
Rubber boots have been added at the
loading port, to make loading an
arrow a silent affair. Like all other 2009
models, this one comes with a small,
medium or large arrow hole and will
fit left or right hand bows. Wenberg
said he knew it was a challenge for
dealers to stock both left and right
hand of earlier models. “By making
them ambidextrous, we’ve reduced
the SKUs for the retailer by 50 per-
cent.”

The Dead Shot is a good choice
for a rugged, all metal rest that dealers
can use for new bow setups, Wenberg
suggested. The aluminum encased
biscuit is 300 percent stronger than
earlier models and the rugged slotted
mount is designed to use both bolt
mounting holes. If you’re using this
rest as a replacement, you may need
to reset the nocking point and peep,
or alternatively you can leave those
settings and adjust the tiller of the
limbs slightly to move the string up
or down as needed. That’s because
the simple design of this rest and the
Quick Shot offers no elevation
adjustment.

“If you’re going to put one on an
existing bow and don’t want to move
the peep or nocking point, get the
Sure Shot,” Wenberg advised. The Sure
Shot Whisker Biscuit features eleva-
tion adjustment on the mounting arm
and like the Dead Shot you can get it
in camo or black.

“If you’ve got a shooter, say a
Mathews or Hoyt bow owner that
demands a higher end rest with all the
bells and whistles, we’ve got a micro
adjust model,” Wenberg said. The Sure
Shot Pro comes camo or black and
offers micro adjustment for both
windage and elevation.

I should mention there’s also a
Whisker Biscuit for bowfishing, a

rugged metal model with stiff bristles
for supporting heavy hunting shafts.
This year it’s decked out in an attrac-
tive Blue Water camo. Finally, if you’ve
got a customer who believes there’s
nothing better than the original
Whisker Biscuit, Trophy Ridge stocks
that as well in basic black.

Mark
Wenberg of
Trophy Ridge
goes over
changes in the
sight line with
Danny Ferris
(center) and
Matt Johnson
of Intermedia
Outdoors.
Wenberg said
Trophy Ridge
was known for
innovation
when Bear
Archery pur-
chased the brand, but not for tough rugged dependability. New designs have addressed
that with things like MIM pins, shielded fiber optics and more rugged bodies, mounts
and fasteners. At the same time engineers at the Indiana headquarters have come up
with their own creative additions, like the Judge. That sight uses a single lead screw with
a different pitch thread for each pin. Use the gang adjustment to sight in at 20 yards,
turn the lead screw to get your 30 yard pin right on and the 40, 50 and 60 yards pins
should be dead on. Wenberg said it’s no exaggeration to say you can sight in a Judge in
under 10 minutes. In fact Dan Perez filmed his set-up and sighting in for Trophy Ridge
and came in at 8 minutes.
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The Sure Shot incorpo-
rates elevation as well
as windage adjustment.

This Whisker Biscuit for bowfishing sur-
rounds heavy bowfishing shafts with the
stiff bristles. It now comes in this attrac-
tive Blue Water camo.

The Sure Shot Pro has micro elevation as
well as windage adjustment. Like all hunt-
ing models, it supports the arrow with
stiffer bristles on the bottom and has soft-
er guide bristles for the fletching to pass
through. All Whisker Biscuit rests now fit 

both left and right hand bows.
The entry-level

Quik Shot uses a
strong polymer
frame for the biscuit.

This camo Dead
Shot is a good choice
for new setups.
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Summit Treestands
Jason Gordon, now heading up

the marketing for Summit and
Product Manager Keith Jones were at
the round table for that well-known
Alabama manufacturer of treestands
and fall restraints that is now also a
supplier of hunting blinds.

They had set up the new Raptor
Series of hang on stands. With these
stands your customer can buy addi-
tional Talon brackets for about $20
each, so stands can easily be moved
between hunting locations or can be
removed for security. When the
hunter first climbs the tree, he’s car-
rying just the Talon strap and inte-
gral bracket. Once that is secure, he
lifts the stand and sets it in place.
(Each model name starts with the
small letters rs, for Raptor Series.)

These stands are all assembled
at the Decatur, Alabama plant. They
all incorporate a spreader bar which
puts the support cables off to the
side, so more of the platform is use-
able. Those cables lock into one of
four slots at each corner of the plat-
form, to provide leveling adjust-
ment. Jones showed me how the
yoke that rests against the tree had
been sharpened to a narrower V, so
that the stands will work well on
trees down to 4 inches in diameter.

Because it’s welded from steel,
the rsOsprey is the lowest priced,
though it has a roomy 24x30 inch
platform and 18x10x3 inch deep
foam seat. That model retails for
$129 and weights 18 pounds. 

The rsFalcon is the lightest of the

new models, at just 11 pounds. It has
a 20 inch wide, 24 inch long platform
and comes with a single Talon brack-
et.

The rsHawk offers 4 inches more
of toe room, weighs in at 12 pounds
and carries a suggested retail price of
$159. Naturally a 4 point safety har-
ness comes in the package.

The rsEagle is the most comfort-
able for long days in the stand,
thanks to a suspended seat style that
includes a backrest. This stand has a
20 inch wide, 30 inch long platform,
weighs 14 pounds and carries a sug-
gested retail price of $179.

Not far away from the stands
Summit had erected its new hunting
blinds. Blinds are an important
hunting tool already for many
Summit customers, Jason Gordon
said, so the firm is branching out
into them the same way it has begun
offering more treestand accessories.
Summit is known for innovation in
treestand design and the blinds offer
nothing less. I was amazed when
Jones demonstrated how you could
set up or take down these models in
less than 20 seconds. 

In fact the company’s web site
advertises a 10 second setup and 5
second take down. “The secret is the

Run-N-Gun's unique inverted high-
tension framework that works sort of
like an inside-out, upside-down
umbrella - only you use your feet
instead of your fingers. Just unfold
the legs and lock them, grab the pull
rope, put your feet on the hub and
pull back. As you pull, the tension
from the heavy duty frame stretches
the fabric tight and locks the whole
assembly into place. It is just that
easy. To collapse the blind, roll it on
its side and strike the center hub

Circle 269 on Response Card

The rsEagle at left has a sus-
pended seat with backrest. Like
all stands in the Raptor Series it
has a leveling feature built into
the base (above) and it hangs
from a Talon bracket (below),
which the manufacturer also
sells separately. Keith Jones is
wearing the Seat-O-The-Pants
Fastback Deluxe, one of three
styles this pioneer in the safety
harness business designed.
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with your boot. The stored energy
you put into the frame will take care
of the rest. The camo fabric covering
stays on the frame at all times. Sure,
it's a little different - actually, it's a
LOT different - and everyone who
tested it in the field thought it was
very cool.”

I learned that all three models of
Run-N-Gun bind, the Deluxe,
Standard and Lite feature a single
heavy duty aluminum hub, all alu-
minum leg joints and beefy half inch

diameter rods.  Each blind has large
windows with shoot through mesh
that can individually be adjusted.
The Lite version has a 5x5 foot foot-
print and weighs 20 pounds. The
Standard and Deluxe versions are
6x6 foot square, with the former fea-
turing Next G1 camo and the latter
being sewn from the striking Next
FLX digital pattern. The Deluxe also
has a vented top to keep it cooler and
a T-zipper on top so it could double
for hunting waterfowl.

It was very strange to see Jones
lay down and pull the center toward
him to pop the blind into shape, as if
he was hauling some huge fish
aboard. It was even more surprising
to watch him turn around and then
use a foot to give the blind the sharp
blow that collapses it. While not fold-
ed completely for storage, he could
still pick the collapsed blind up and
easily carry it if he had to quickly
relocate. 

Reach Summit Treestands by
calling (256) 353-0634.

Sitka & Gore’s Optifade
Back on the porch for my third

and final day at the Media Direct
Bowhunting Round Table, I sat down
across from Jonathan Hart of Sitka
and Brad Yeomans, part of the fabric
division sales team at W.L. Gore.
Gore became well-known in the
hunting industry through providing
the waterproof breathable Gore-Tex
laminates as well as the aptly named
WindStopper. While not as visible in
recent years in this industry Gore has
remained a major vendor to the mil-
itary market. The Maryland-based
firm not only works to keep soldiers
warm and dry it’s active in what’s
known as “signature management.”
For instance, Yeomans said, it can
reduce the heat signature a soldier is
putting out so he’s less likely to be
spotted though infrared detectors.

Yeomans said Gore worked with
an instructor at West Point who is the
inventor of digital camo for military
applications and with a leading

Ron Bice showed us the Scent Secrets DVD, a great instructional aid from Wildlife
Research Center that’s been updated with new footage and re-cropped for the 16x9 for-
mat most televisions now use. Then he turned to the products he’s holding up. The highly
effective Scent Killer formula is now available on pre-moistened field wipes, which come
in this resealable pouch. At left is the new Magnum Scrape Dripper. The Ultimate Scrape
Dripper has been a great seller for the Minnesota firm, but had a 4 ounce total capacity.
To work properly it needed an air pocket larger than the liquid, limiting the hunter to
about 1-1/2 ounces of scent. That would last at most 4 or 5 days, Bice noted, as it dripped
in the daylight hours from the changes in air temperature.

This new Magnum version has a 9 ounce capacity, meaning if your customer adds four
ounces of scent to
it the unit will
function two to
three weeks. That
can save the
hunter time and
fuel while reduc-
ing the amount of
human scent at
the target area.
The firm is offer-
ing it alone or in
combination
packs with some
4 ounce scents.

Reach Wildlife
Research Center
at (763) 427-
3350.
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This isn’t product abuse. Keith Jones is demonstrating how to
erect (left) and collapse the Run-And-Gun blinds from Summit.
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expert in whitetail vision to develop
a new type of a “concealment” pat-
tern designed to help hunters con-
trol their own signature manage-
ment.  “We call it Optifade

Concealment, not Optifade Camo,”
Yeomans pointed out. “Camo is
about blending in. We’re not trying to
be the tree, we’re trying to be noth-
ing, that blur of color and environ-
ment beyond the tree.”

To someone accustomed to the
lifelike vegetation details on hunting
camo, Optifade looks muted. The
seven colors were chosen in contrast
and location for how deer see them
as the hunter closes in to about 35
yards. The patterns of small squares
are shaded in hues that in turn form
macro patterns, larger shapes that
are in angles rather than verticals or
horizontals. It’s the symmetry of a
hunter’s trunk or the line across his
shoulders that help give the hunter
away, Yeomans noted. The initial
pattern is Big Game Open Country
and its most effective in plains,
desert or open fields. By next year
Gore plans to introduce a Big Game
Forest pattern.

This year Optifade is available
only on bows from BowTech and
only in hunting garments from Sitka.
Optifade garments began shipping
to dealers in early June. In addition
to the pattern, many of them use
Gore-Tex waterproofing or the wind-
proofing laminates. Because Sitka
Gear is known for garments that fit
snug and stretch comfortably as you
move, Gore had to develop a new
type of Gore-Tex that stretches right

along with it. 
“Stretch has been core and criti-

cal to Sitka,” president and founder
Jonathan Hart told me. “In every gar-
ment we make we can make more
tailored pieces that eliminate bulk
for the bowhunter. It’s also great for
the gun hunter because when he
goes to shoulder the gun, it won’t
catch.”

Hart said Sitka dealers have to be
ready to see garments that are
marked to a hunter’s actual size, not
oversized as is typically done with
outerwear. “People will pick up one
of our jackets marked for their size
and say ‘that’s too small.’ That’s
because they’ve been conditioned to
wearing oversized pieces so they get
the range of motion needed to climb
a stand or draw a bow.” They need to
try the garment on, as this author did
that day, to understand you can wear
hunting outerwear that fits and feels
like the better base layers. “The
foundation of Sitka is to not just use
the best fabrics but to take advan-
tage of the fabric’s characteristics to
make it fit better” Hart said.

Nikon Optics
C.J. Davis of Chevalier

Marketing and Public Relations
helped attendees stay up on changes
in the Nikon optics line. The Premier
binoculars used to be the best that
brand offered, at around a $1,200

Circle 210 on Response Card

Jonathan Hart wears an Ascent jacket
correctly sized to his medium torso in the
Optifade pattern. It looks tight but easily
stretches due to the polyester stretch
weave which has received a DWR treat-
ment for water repellency. This abrasion
resistant jacket was added to the line
because of the popularity of the Ascent
pants. Reach Sitka at (877) 748-5264 or
Brad Yeomans of Gore at (678) 880-0461.
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price point. Now Nikon has five new
EDG models that in the 8x42 size we
handled go for about $2,000. You can
read “EDG” as “Edge” but the ED
stands for Extra Low Dispersion
glass, something already available in
the firm’s best spotting scopes that
range up to $3,200. ED glass gives
superior sharpness and color correc-
tion so you can see more detail. The
binoculars have an open bridge
design that makes it easier to hold
with one hand, something a
bowhunter can appreciate. The
diopter adjustment is hidden under
the focus wheel, plus there are twist
up eye-cups and nifty flip up lens
caps.

Nikon has Monarch binoculars
starting in the $300 range as well as
newer Monarch X models that range
from $549 to $600. The latter also
have an open bridge design and
instead of an 8x42 there is an 8x45
that offers better low-light perfor-
mance.

Lakewood Products
I felt like I could summarize the

advantages of the Bowfile case as
well as Steve Wagnitz could and did
that for my press colleagues when
we reached that station. I’ve owned a
Bowfile for three years and about a
year ago was at the Wisconsin plant
to see how they’re made. Most bow
cases are molded
of plastic or sewn
from padded fab-
rics. All the
Lakewood cases,
including those for
arrows and acces-
sories, start with
tempered hard-
board frames that
are cushioned
inside with foam
and covered with
heavy synthetic
fabric. The Bowfile
is also reinforced
with a steel base to
withstand the side
impacts common
in airport luggage
handling systems.

Unlike earlier
Lakewood models

designed to lay flat, the Bowfile sits
on edge and you lower the bow with
attached quiver into it vertically. It’s
compact when you set it down at a
range and in the woods it’s less likely
to get twigs, leaves or mud inside.
The cases retail for
$149 and Wagnitz
likes to see dealers
sell the entire $219
system that would
include an arrow

case and accessory
case designed to nest
inside.

Wagnitz started
with a 41 inch model,
added a 45 and this
year added a 37 inch
model at the urging of
friend (and customer)
Tom Schneider of The
Heater Suit, who likes
the short Mathews
bows. Now Wagnitz
said he may add a 50
inch version to satisfy
competitive archers
who have been calling
him. The compact ver-
tical design may allow
them to keep the case
and its costly contents
close by at tourna-
ments. 

Reach Lakewood
Products at (800)-872-8458.

Norway’s Fusion Vane
Tim Kent of the Theory 13

Creative ad agency, who designed
our dramatic cover for the May issue,

Nikon is a popular supplier of rangefinders to the hunting
market. The Archer’s Choice model at right incorporates the
fitted neoprene camo case that TV host Ralph Cianciarulo
suggested since he likes to rest his rangefinder on top of his
bow to steady it. This model compensates for angle so it is
accurate from a treestand or across slopes, giving you the
true horizontal range that will affect arrow drop. It also will
work through the mesh of shoot-through blind windows
and a single CR2 lithium cell may last all season.

Reach Nikon’s U.S. headquarters at (631) 547-4200.

Steve Wagnitz talks about his Bowfile
and Gunfile cases during the Round Table.
The camo version on the picnic table is
one of three different sizes of Bowfile
cases. The only compromise with the
newest, 37 inch model is this accessory
case (below) won’t fit inside. The small
camo case on the table is an arrow case
that fits inside the Bowfile. The black case
on the bench is for firearms.

Lakewood Products’ manufacturing
process allows it to offer more case
options than a firm that needs high vol-
umes to justify producing a new mold.
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was at PASA Park representing his
client, Norway Industries. I’d been to
the plant where Fusion vanes were
being co-extruded this past February
and already that product line is
expanding.

The company has got a great
reception to the original 2.1 inch
long Fusion, which combines a stiff
blade and flexible, easy-fletching
base. So now it is developing a 3 inch
version that’s got a lower profile, for
hunters who aren’t ready to drop all
the way down to the short fletching.
Like the original, the blade will have
a textured finish to induce the drag
that is essential for steering an arrow.
The lower profile Fusion vane should
also be popular with target shooters,
who may not be using the drop-away

or biscuit style rests that work well
with high profile fletching.

There’s more to Fusion vanes
than their construction from two dif-
ferent plastics. With the aid of Lenny
Rezmer of Carbon Express, the pro-
file of the vane was carefully
designed to maximize accuracy and
minimize the effect of crosswinds.
Now you can get those benefits in a
new color, pink, added to the offer-
ings in early June.

Kent said the video footage of
Fusion-fletched Maxima arrows
shooting virtually the same grouping
with field points and fixed blade
broadheads has been a strong mar-
keting tool for Norway Industries.
Then he showed us a new 60-second
spot on the company’s StringTamers,
riser-mounted string stoppers that
dampen string oscillation and bow
noise. It is available on-line and
Norway dealers can request a DVD
copy for playing on store monitors.
Call (800) 778-4755 for more infor-
mation or to request a sample pack
of Fusion vanes.

Moultrie Products
I’ll admit that when Beth

Lauderdale, the Marketing Manager
for Moultrie Products, showed me
the Game Management System I
thought “this is too much.” Why
would anyone need a gadget that
hooks to his scouting camera and

automatically uploads the photos to
an internet site.

Well, how about a hunter who
doesn’t live across the highway from
his hunting grounds, like I do. How
about a guy or gal who needs to drive
an hour or two and maybe walk just
as long to access the camera. Now
the fact that they’ll be paying a $50
activation fee and a $29.99 monthly
fee for each camera serviced may
start to sound like a bargain. 

Once he logs onto the website,
the hunter can zoom into the photos
adjust the brightness, download
them to his own computer or send
them to a friend. Neat features allow
them to create galleries of photos by
time of day, moon phase, tempera-
ture or barometric pressure to help
establish the best way to hunt that
site.

“You can check your camera sta-
tus from the internet, including bat-
tery life and remaining memory
capacity,” Lauderdale said. When the
amount of photos exceeds the
amount of data you’re allowed to
upload, there’s no added charges.
The cellular accessory just stops
transmitting, while the camera
keeps on functioning and recording
photos as before. 

Lauderdale estimated for the
base enrollment plan data limits,
your customers would be able to
upload about 400 photos. The cellu-
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Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Profi t Central
Instant Arrow Glue
Our Instant Arrow Glue is a great addition 
to our line of quality adhesives. Available in 
1 oz. and 2 oz. bottles, this is an extremely 
cost effective glue for the pro shop or the 
individual. The Instant Arrow Glue is excellent 
for fl etching arrows and gluing inserts.  In fact, 
it is the only glue you will need to buy if you 
are working on aluminum, carbon, and even 
wood shafts.
Cat. No. 2601  1oz.
Cat. No. 2602  2oz.
Cat. No. 2616  16oz.

Pine Ridge Archery
Toll-Free: 877-746-7434
pineridgearchery.com

Great Dealer 
Margins!

Silicone Peep Sight Tubing
NO MORE ROTTING OR CRACKING!  Our silicone 
tubing will last longer, and even goes onto the peep 
fi ttings much easier than latex or rubber tubing.  
DON’T RISK IT, CHANGE YOUR’S TODAY!

Cat. No. 2522 - 3ft. Silicone Peep Sight Tubing
Cat. No. 2523 - 50ft. Silicone Peep Sight Tubing

Made in U.S.A.

Archer’s Allen Wrench / Holster
The “Archer’s Allen Wrench” set is made of
Tungsten steel and is guaranteed to not strip out.   
The new Holster allows you to keep wrench on 
your side and ready at all times.
Cat. No. 2520  Archer’s Allen Wrench Set
Cat. No. 2521  Archer’s Allen Wrench Set XL
Cat. No. 2519  Wrench & Holster Combo

Lifetime Guarantee

1oz.
2oz.

16oz.

Above, Petersen’s Bowhunting Editor
Christian Berg uses a heavy tool steel Zip
Strip from Norway Industries to remove
vanes. Below, Tim Kent shows off the latest
Fusion vanes from his client, which has
added 3 inch fletch and a pink color.
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lar transmitter retails for about $150,
and Moultrie game cameras start at
about the $250 level. (You can find
out more about these cameras and
see many samples of photos from
them, in the Game Scouting
Cameras feature in the November
2008 issue. It’s accessible at arrow-
trademag.com if you have a high
speed connection, under the Back
Issues tab.)

Outfitters who invest in this sys-
tem could allow clients to see what
deer are on their property at differ-
ent stand sites. Cabin owners could
position a camera as a security
device, setting the game manage-
ment system to text message them if
the camera is triggered by an intrud-
er.

Lauderdale also introduced the
press to the new line of game miner-
als and wildlife foods that went on
sale in April. The supplements have
high quality chelated minerals,
linked to the proper amino acids so
deer can readily absorb them. The
feed products are water resistant so
the pellets stay intact and available
to deer even after rains douse them.
Moultrie already has feeders and
food plot tilling equipment, as well
as the cameras, she said. “Now we’re
a one stop source for hunters who

want to build food plots, supplement
natural feed and monitor game ani-
mals.” 

Reach the Alabama firm at (800)
653-3334.

Doinker
The Doinker line from Leven

Industries is benefiting this year
from new packaging, new products
and new personnel, like industry
veteran Mike McGreevy, charged
with increasing the firm’s sales of
bowhunting stabilizers and related
products. Though he lives in central
New York state now, McGreevy got
his start in the outdoor industry by

guiding deer and turkey hunts right
in Pike County, Illinois where this
Round Table event was conducted.
He was hired by Bill Leven as the
company’s sales manager last
December, after years of using the
Doinker products on his bows.

“Bill wanted me to help take the
hunting side of the business to
where it hasn’t been before. We’ve
always had the corner on the target
archery side of the business.” Not
that McGreevy isn’t above borrowing
some of that “target” technology for
hunting customers. The focus of the
Doinker D.I.S.H. with its wide, flexi-
ble plate that can be studded with
weights was for 3-D shooters but he’s

Beth Lauderdale
explains the
codes on the
back of packag-
ing for Moultrie’s
new feed and
minerals, that
help guide their
use. A guaran-
teed analysis is
printed on each
bag and packag-
ing also helps to
promote feeders
and game cam-
eras available
from the same
Alabama firm.
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At left, Sales Manager Mike
McGreevy demonstrates the
optional ways to set up the
wide new Doinker D.I.S.H. At
left, this Adjustable Offset
Mount, like the company’s V-
Bar mounts, now come with
toothed PowerGrip washers so
they’re easy to lock into posi-
tion. Below, we’re showing one
of the Chubby Series hunting
stabilizers. The 3, 4, 5 and 6
inch models all come with
camo installed this year, in one
of three patterns.
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happy to see bowhunters buy the 6
inch version and outfit it with black
weights for their hunting bows. The
4.5 inch diameter allows you to posi-
tion weights to help offset the weight
of accessories, so the bow sits more
dead in the hand at the shot. The
flexible plate is keyed to the shaft so
it won’t rotate no matter how much
weight is to one side. In addition to
the 6 inch version, there is a 2.5 inch
and a 12 inch, all three of which
include quick disconnect mounts for
easy casing of the bow.

As a strict hunting product,
McGreevy pointed out the popular
Chubby Series stabilizers. The four
sizes are tipped with 2.9 ounce
weights ahead of the A-Bomb style of
Doinker. They come with attractive
new backing cards this year, with
your choice of Lost Camo, Realtree
AP or Realtree APG camo already
applied. 

This year the Multi-Rod Hunter
Plus comes with three Camo Wraps
in the package, so your customer can
leave it in black or apply one of the
tough diecut finishes to camo it in
Mossy Oak Obsession, Realtree AP or
Realtree APG.

Bows in general are more vibra-
tion free than they were before paral-
lel limbs became popular, McGreevy
said, so the balancing role of stabiliz-
ers has become relatively more
important. For instance, he outfits
his Mathews Reezen with a 7 inch
Doinker Multi-Rod Hunter Plus in
the front stabilizer hole. On the back
hole, he uses an Offset Mount and
screws on a 3 inch Chubby Hunter
stabilizer, so with a sight, rest and
loaded quiver the bow balances just
right for him. “What Doinker offers
the dealer is a system where you can
balance a bow and dampen vibra-
tion at the same time.”

At the other end of the range
from the Chubby Hunter in length
and price are Doinker target models,
like the Carbon Elite Series stabiliz-
ers that range from 18.5 to 34.5 inch-
es. The distinctive A-Bomb style
Doinker on the end is readily visible,
though McGreevy drew my attention
to what I took to be a slotted alu-
minum base. That’s a suppression
mount with hidden twin Doinkers

that should absorb forward motion
before it gets to the stabilizer rod.
Residual vibration then runs along
the carbon rod to the weighted
Doinker at the tip, where it can be
absorbed before it has a chance to
travel back to the bow riser and grip.

Doinker had some shipping

delays this spring after a local
machine shop that was a key vendor
went out of business, McGreevy said.
The company has found a replace-
ment, not far from its own new facil-
ity in an industrial park in Lancaster,
California. The address is now:
Leven Industries, 42913 Capital

Code Blue Brand Manager
Steve Lambeth holds Stealth
Dust in one hand, the camo-fin-
ished TEMPtation scent warmer
in the other. Stealth Dust uses a
patented formula that’s as
powerful as the ingredient that
fights odor in kitty litter, he
said. You can dust it into a hat,
rubber boots, gloves or duffel
bags. Some hunters like to
dump it in a sock and use the
sock to dust all over.

Stealth Dust is part of an
expanded line of EliminX scent
eliminators from Code Blue
that Mike Raykovicz offers
more coverage on in “Selling
Scent Control as a System” in
this issue. All benefit from
attractive new blue packaging.

The TEMPtation is a battery
powered unit that warms scent
to the body temperature of
deer. It has a simple, one-button operation and northern hunters especially will appreci-
ate how much stronger the scent is once it is heated. It can be set on the ground or hung
from a tree. This unit is designed to hold a maximum of 1/3 ounce so the hunter uses
fresh scent each time. That’s far different from the 2.5 ounce capacity for the DropTime
electronic scent dispenser Code Blue introduced earlier, Lambeth explained, because the
latter has a screw-on lid and is designed to be left at scrapes for extended periods.

Reach Code Blue, known for “from one deer to one bottle” scents, at (251) 368-4089.

DEER & TURKEY EXPOS . . . Unbeatable face-to-face marketing!
FACE-TO-FACE CONTACT 

COMPLEMENTS ALL OTHER MARKETING AND ADVERTISING EFFORTS. 
Reach 100,000 potential customers & word-of-mouth sales ambassadors!

MANUFACTURERS...
• Introduce your new products 

at FREE new-product display 
area ... see photo below

• Build your brand name 
and brand loyalty

• Build new markets; increase
your market share 

• Sign up and sell to dealers

TRADESHOW FRIDAY
• 2pm-9pm dealers & public
• Dealer reservations – go to

www.deerinfo.com &
click on Tradeshow Friday

• All dealers invited

24th Annual
February 12-14, 2010

Michigan Deer & Turkey 
Spectacular

LANSING, MI
20th Annual

Feb. 26-28, 2010
Illinois Deer & Turkey Classic

BLOOMINGTON, IL
State Turkey Calling Championship 

18th Annual
March 19-21, 2010

Ohio Deer & Turkey Expo

COLUMBUS, OH
State Turkey Calling Championship 

26th Annual
April 9-11, 2010

Wisconsin Deer & Turkey Expo

MADISON, WI

NEW PRODUCTS
SPECIAL DISPLAY

free to manufacturer-exhibitors

We deliver
BOWHUNTERS!

1-800-324-3337
www.deerinfo.com

HERE’S HOW YOU BENEFIT ...
• Customer contact here is your major 

face-time marketing channel.
• Reach 45% of U.S. deer/turkey market ...

multi-state market saturation.
• Jump-start your marketing and sales 

programs here.
• Advertise in advance to build booth traffic;

make exhibiting more effective.
• Word-of-mouth advertising begins here.
• Exhibit w/ a dealer to maximize sell-through.

See our website for exhibiting & advertising info, floor plans, attendee demographics

2010 Hunting Heartland
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Drive, Lancaster, CA 93535.
You can reach Doinker
headquarters at (661) 948-
7900 or can fax your order or
catalog request to (661) 948-
7933.

Muzzy Products
Just back from winning

a premier bowfishing tour-
nament with his partner,
Mark Land of Muzzy
Products showed off the
improvements to the firm’s
Xtreme Duty Bowfishing
Reel. From the start this reel
was designed for the
demands of holding and
hauling big carp and gar,
with features like 3/16 inch
stainless steel roller pick up
pin and heavy-duty gears. A
fixed pickup pin would
never last, Land explained
to me, as the high strength
Spectra line that’s common-
ly used would wear right
through it. For this year, the
reel carries a stainless steel
foot for attachment to the
rod, stronger than the
molded foot it had
employed. The release but-
ton has been reinforced so
repeated mashing by excited archers
won’t crack it. The anti-reverse sys-
tem has also been changed, so that
shock from the arrow hitting the end
of the 150 pound test line won’t be
transmitted to the gears.

Naturally, Land uses a Fish Hook
rest on his bow, Muzzy’s simple,
strong curved launcher. Last year
there were four other Zero Effect
rests for bowhunting and it looked

like the company would need to add
more. “With the way bow designs
were changing, we were running out
of ways to accommodate them,”

Land said. Instead, the company did
a complete redesign to the unique
rest, meeting its long-time goal of
having a single model that would

She Outdoors has the answer for women who
dread getting cold when they hunt, in this C4
system modeled by Brenda Potts. It’s sewn
from heavy fleece and is insulated with both
Thinsulate thermal insulation and ArticShield.
The latter is placed in specific locations
through a body mapping process that puts
that heat reflective technology where it does
the most good. Neoprene pant cuffs and col-
lars help keep warm air around the body (see
photo lower right.)

What appears to be a parka and bibs is actu-
ally a parka and zip-together vest and pants.
The hidden zipper (below) means ladies can
answer the call of nature with a minimum of
discomfort. If you’re not wearing the vest, the
zippered portion of the pants folds down and
forms the belt loops for the pants. The vest can
be worn alone and has stretch neoprene pan-
els in the side to help it fit comfortably.

The Texas-based firm offers women every-
thing from lightweight cotton clothing to this
ultimate cold weather suit that goes for about
$700. For information about becoming one of
its 400-plus retailers, call (281) 448-4860.
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Below Left: The rugged construction of the Xtreme Duty Bowfishing Reel is evident
when you open the case. The spring wound around the shaft at left is part of the mecha-
nism that absorbs shock. The metal foot for attachment is new this year.

Below: Danny Farris drew this bow so we could watch the action of the new X-celerator
rest, the only Muzzy hunting rest you’ll need to stock this year. Farris is the Associate
Publisher at Petersen’s Bowhunting. Muzzy’s Mark Land is at right.
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work on all compound bows. 
The 2009 model, known as the X-

celerator, has only one set of mount-
ing holes. You still need to trim a
threaded actuating rod to length, a
simple job for a ratchet shears or
even a sharp knife. This rest is made
of nylon and delrin so it weighs far
less than you’d assume, just 3
ounces. 

This is a driven away rest, not a
drop away rest. The threaded rigid
attachment to the downward cable is
where the dealer adjusts the speed at
which the rest drops as well as the

amount of travel.
Land says this
design provides 100
percent fletching
clearance on all
bows regardless of
bow speed, draw
length or cable slide
travel, all without
springs or strings.

The third prod-
uct we had time to
cover before the
horn blast signaled
it was time to
change stations was
Muzzy’s latest
broadhead. The cut
on contact Phantom
models have really
had a surge in sales
the past couple of
years, Land said.
Now there’s a new
version. “The
Phantom MX was an
answer to com-
pound bow shooters
who want to shoot
smaller fletches and
at higher speeds.”
Shorter in length
than the existing 100
grain model, the Phantom MX still
cuts a 1-1/8 inch circle and com-
bines a .040 inch thick main blade
with .032 inch thick bleeder. Muzzy
sells it with a stainless steel washer
designed to work with the Easton
Axis and other narrow diameter
arrow shafts.

Reach Muzzy Products in
Georgia by calling (770) 387-9300.

Easton
Some of the ranges at PASA Park

were designed for action pistol
shooting, surrounded by a hill at the
far end and by high, poured concrete
walls on the sides. So I guess it wasn’t
too surprising that someone decided
to test Easton’s MicroLite Speed
System against one of the reinforced
concrete walls.

“It has done no damage to the

Rich Packer holds the new Flatline shafts from Easton, faster
due to their own construction but also due to new lighter
nocks and inserts.

Circle 179 on Response Card

Considered a novelty by many when they
were first introduced, lighted nocks have
been embraced by many hunters who
want to be able to follow fast-flying shafts
and more easily recover game. These
Tracer’s from Easton come with amber
matched weight practice nocks (at right)
so the hunter doesn’t need to drain bat-
tery power during practice sessions.

Muzzy Phantom MX
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shaft,” Easton’s Rich Packer showed
us. Although the Flatline shafts are
the lightest carbon’s Easton makes,
“we can still make it durable because
we save a fair amount of weight on
the insert.” The stubby little
MicroLite Super Nock weighs 7.5
grains, a little more than half of the
13 grain Super Nocks you’re familiar
with. The MicroLite Insert is just 10
grains, less than half of a CB insert
from Easton.

The grains per inch are marked
on the outside of these shafts, right
in front of the shaft size which
reflects the deflection when tested
with a standard weight. The 500 size
weighs 6.5 grains per inch so a 29
inch shaft is just 189 grains. The 400
size is 7.4 grains per inch for a 215
grain weight over 29 inches. The
stiffest 340 spine shaft is 8.2 grains
per inch, Packer said, making a 29
inch shaft 238 grains before you add
nock, insert, point and fletching.

“Our Flatline shafts are made
right in Salt Lake City,” Packer said in
response to questions. “All of our
engineering, testing and manufac-
turing of them is done right here in
the United States.”

Because the microLite compo-
nents are an easy way for a customer
to boost speed from other shafts,
Easton is packaging them for sale in
six-packs. You can stock inserts
alone, nocks alone or packs that con-
tain both inserts and nocks. They're
designed to be used in standard-
diameter carbon arrows including

the company’s own LightSpeed and
PowerFlight shafts.

Packer drew our attention to Axis
N-Fused Carbon shafts, the smallest
diameter carbon hunting shafts in
the Easton line. Small diameter aids
penetration but it also reduces wind
drift, an important consideration for
western hunters and something any
hunter can battle at times. The out-
side diameter of the stiffer spines is
9/32 of an inch, those of the lighter
spines are 17/64 of an inch. These
shafts use the patented HIT insert,
hidden inside the shaft rather than
capping the end of it. This year
there’s a new option for hunters who
want to increase kinetic energy or
just load up the point weight as an
aid to downrange accuracy. That’s in
the form of an optional brass HIT
break-off insert. It weighs 75 grains
full length or 50 if you snap it short-
er, compared to 16 grains for the
standard aluminum insert that  ships
with the shafts.

Easton has also expanded its line
of Tracer nocks so you can fit virtual-
ly any hunting shaft. These nocks
use a magnetic trigger, activating as
they pass a small powerful magnet
you stick to the riser. They’re steady
on as you shoot, then flash for up to
90 hours until the hunter recovers
his arrow and places the nock near
the battery so the microchip can
shut them off. Easton sells singles,
two and four packs, with amber-col-
ored practice nocks that are the
same weight. They come in green or

orange fitted with X Nock, H Nock or
S Nock. For crossbows, Easton
makes the orange tracer with the
Bolt Halfmoon Nock or with the Bolt
Flatback Nock.

Marshall White’s height makes this
BowTech Admiral seem even smaller than
its 31 inch length. This one is finished with
the Optifade Concealment Technology
from the inventors of Gore-Tex laminate.

A major film dip operations, Waterdog
Surface Technologies, is housed in the
headquarters plant and gives BowTech
dealers a wind range of camo choices.
Most models can be ordered in Realtree
Hardwoods, Realtree Hardwoods Green,
Advantage Max-4, Realtree AP, Realtree
APG, Mossy Oak Brush, Vanish Hybrid or
Next FLX.

Jeff Waring, Publisher of Petersen’s
Bowhunting and Bowhunter Magazines,
seems to like what he felt when drawing
and shooting the affordable S.W.A.T. from
BowTech. So did this author. Standing
with Waring is Jim Velazquez, a media liai-
son for the bow builder.
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BowTech
BowTech has carried out a num-

ber of changes that were just being
discussed when I toured two of its
manufacturing plants this past
February. Marketing Director
Marshall White said limb production
and crossbow assembly had moved to
the main plant in Eugene, along with
the R&D department. Savage, the par-
ent firm, made room for that to hap-
pen by giving up the space for the
extensive Savage-only gun depart-
ment that had been added to the
company’s archery pro shop.

White said new advertising for the
firm would emphasize “shootable
speed,” since competitors like
Mathews and PSE have been empha-
sizing raw speed with recent introduc-
tions. “We played the speed game. We
started with the Black Knight,” he
reminded the media, for years the
fastest bow on the market. BowTech’s

Center Pivot Technology models like
the Admiral stack up really well
against the competition in speed yet
offer a better feel, he maintained.

One of the fastest bows in the
2009 line, the Air Raid, was refined
after its ATA Show introduction and
had been in production just a couple
weeks prior to this event. “If you
thought it was good at the ATA Show,
it’s even better now,” White promised.
Just 32-3/4 inches axle to axle, it has a
7 inch brace height and shoots
between 328 and 336 IBO. As in all
BowTech models, the Binary Cam
System slaves the cams to one anoth-
er, not to the opposite limbs. A rotat-
ing module within the eccentrics
adjusts draw length from 26 to 30
inches. Split harnesses are used on the
power cables to reduce cam lean and
improve accuracy.

A bow that should get more atten-
tion in today’s tough economy is the
BowTech S.W.A.T. Priced to retail
around $650, Media Liaison Jim
Velazquez said it was every bit a
BowTech, with the Binary Cam
System and included string stop. The
bow is a particularly good value if it’s
purchased with the Octane Accessory
Package. That’s the bow President
Mark Pezzoni is shooting, along with
John Hernandez of the sales team. 

When BowTech launched the
Diamond line available through box
stores and mass merchants, the mar-
keting director said the firm anticipat-
ed its models would sell primarily at
the lower price points. In fact
Diamond dealers do well with higher
cost models as well, like the Ice Man.
They’re loaded with every bit as much
technology as what you get with
BowTech, yet utilize single cam sys-
tems. Diamond now dominates the
aisles of the box stores, Marshall
maintained and for 2010 it may elimi-
nate some of the lower price point
models.

If it does so, look for those bows to
be replaced by new models in the Ross
brand that BowTech gained the right
to design, build and market a year ago.
“We didn’t buy the inventory, or the
designs,” he pointed out. Instead
BowTech engineers went to work and
developed a new compound with
extremely stiff limbs pulled with the

aid of a Krank block and tackle cam
system. “Because of that Krank this is
actually the smoothest drawing bow
that we make.”

Marshall said the marketing staff
at BowTech has been realigned so he
has one person concentrating on
print (BowTech veteran Pat Dinan),
another on internet, a third on TV. Part
of their goal will be to help each brand
stand on its own. Yet he realizes that
retailers and the company’s own sales
team, won’t let anyone forget that
they’re still “built by BowTech.”

For more information, reach the
Oregon headquarters by calling (541)
284-4711. 

Editor’s Note: Manufacturers who
didn’t participate in this year’s
Bowhunting Round Table can get
more information on openings for the
2010 event by contacting Kim
Cahalan at the Illinois office of Media
Direct. 

Media Direct
102 1/2 S. State St.
Geneseo, IL  61254
Phone (309) 944-5341
Fax (309) 944-1354

The Krank block and tackle system at the
bottom of the Ross Carnivore provides the
extra leverage needed to flex the extreme-
ly stiff limbs. The blocky outer profile of
the cam fits the “Raw, Rugged, Ross” mar-
keting theme but the bow has a very
smooth draw. BowTech actually builds
three Carnivore models, a 31, 34 and 37
inch. As you can see, draw length is adjust-
ed through a rotating module on this
hybrid cam system. Bow weights are 50, 60
and 70 pounds on the two shorter models,
40, 50, 60 and 70 on the Carnivore 37.

• WEATHERLOCK STRING 
TREATMENT ALSO LUBRICATES 
STRING FIBERS BETTER THAN 
CONVENTIONAL STRING WAX

• NO SCENT
• NO MORE ACCURACY WORRIES 
DURING INCLEMENT WEATHER

• TRUSTED BY THE MOST 
AGGRESSIVE BOWHUNTERS ON 

EARTH
• NO LOSS OF PERFORMANCE
• KEEPS MOISTURE OUT AND 

ACCURACY IN!
(541) 575-0818

WINNERSCHOICESTRINGS.COM

“NOW WITH”

Circle 227 on Response Card
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